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In a previous paper, I used Orlicz-Sobolev spaces to consider the problem 
of the existence of weak solutions to boundary value problems for elliptic 
quasilinear operators with coefficients whose growth was not equivalent to 
any power. In this paper, I shall extend the methods of the previous paper by 
inventing means for handling monotone perturbations of monotone operators 
in Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. The resulting theory will then be capable of dealing 
with parabolic problems. 
Let Q be a bounded region in En with Lipschitz boundary and let R+ be 
the positive real line R+ = (t 3 O}. I shall consider the problem of the 
existence of weak (“mild”) solutions to problems 
(1) g + A,u = f, 
where A, is an operator defined on Q x R+ by a nonlinear Dirichlet form 
(A,,u, vj = 1 
l~l@ 
1 A,(t, x, [D&l Dw dx dt. 
Here CL = (aI, 01~ ,..., a,) and /3 = (& , /3, ,..., ,$J are multi-indices of 
nonnegative integers, ( 01 1 = Z [ aii j, Da = (&/2x,J(+‘&~~~) . . . and for 
every 01, A&X, t, f) is continuous in the vector variable 4 = ((I,..., fM) for 
every x E ,Q and measurable in x for every t and 5; M here denotes the number 
of indices [Y. such that 1 011 < nz. 
I shall give two simple examples of existence problems for operators of 
type I. In each case, Q is a bounded open set with Cm boundary, f is a function 
f E L2(Q x R+) with bounded support, and g E P’(Q). 
(I’) Find U: R+ >(: Q --+ R such that u(0) = g, u(t)lan = 0 for all t > 0, and 
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(II’) Find U: Rf x Q -+ R such that u(0) = g, u(t)labz = 0 for all t > 0, and 
Any theory capable, of dealing with existence problems of type I will also 
involve an extension of monotonicity methods to nonreflexive spaces. Nearly 
idenrical hypotheses to those of the reflexive case allow one to prove abstract 
theorems for the nonreflexive case also however these hypotheses turn out 
to be unrealistic for interesting cases of application. In [8] I gave an extended 
discussion of these problems for the case of quasilinear elliptic equations; 
I left statements of abstract theory implicit because I felt that it would be 
premature to state abstract theorems for applications until the applications 
were better understood. For the same reason I leave the abstract theory 
implicit throughout most of this paper. Using the results of this paper and 
recent results of J. P. Gossez [14], J. Robert [20] has stated and proved 
abstract theorems on monotone operators which should ultimately allow 
treatment of more general concrete problems than those considered here. 
These more recent results help to illuminate the underlying structure of the 
questions approached in this paper. 
Besides the difficulties arising in elliptic problems, two other problems must 
be solved to deal with parabolic operators in the nonreflexive case. First, in 
nonreflexive spaces it does not seem enough to require that the linear operator 
d = a/& in (I) is maximal monotone. One must use a stronger condition, a 
nonreflexive variant of the identity of the weak and strong closures of the 
operator /I. The proof that the linear operators 11 satisfy these conditions is 
however a relatively uncomplicated extension of methods of Friedrichs [ 1 l] 
and Lax and Phillips [17]. Secondly, and more importantly, it does not seem 
possible to realize problems of type I in spaces of vector-valued functions 
on R+. 
Previous treatments of parabolic nonlinear problems have utilized Lp 
spaces of vector-valued functions. The concrete nonlinear operator was 
considered as an abstract operator acting on an LP space of functions with 
values in an L’-Sobolev space TPLP. However in extending monotonicity 
methods to more general nonlinearities one sees very soon that only a very 
restricted class of nonlinearities may be handled in this way. This class is so 
restricted that the method even fails for most problems in reflexive Orlicz- 
Sobole+ spaces. I discuss the cause of this situation in Proposition 1.2 and 1.3 
and the remarks following Lemma 2.0.1. It seems to me that the facts stated 
there indicate that one is essentially forced to consider inhomogeneous 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces T+‘m~oLB of the types studied in Part I, if one wishes to 
deal with nonlinearities of other than power growth. 
This paper will be in two parts. In the first part I shall collect together some 
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results of functional analysis, then develop a theory of inhomogeneous 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces and closed linear operators acting-in them. In the 
second part, I shall use these results to prove existence theorems for nonlinear 
operators of type (I). 
PART I 
In this section, I shall first develop the necessary abstract theorems on 
Banach spaces and linear operators in duality, and then develop the concrete 
realization of these structures for those concrete Banach spaces in terms of 
which the existence theorems of Part II will be proven. 
These two subjects are those parts of a theory of inhomogeneous Orlicz- 
Sobolev spaces necessary for the solution of parabolic nonlinear partial 
differential equations without compact perturbation. The main results here 
are those on the density of various classes of functions and the closures of 
densely defined linear operators in these spaces. The main gap in this theory 
is the lack of a fulIy satisfactory compactness theorem applicable to parabolic 
nonlinear equations. Using theorems of Aubin [l] for vector-valued,!.,” spaces 
and methods similar to those used to, prove Theorem I. 1, Lemma l.I.0 
in this paper, it is easy to obtain a compactness theorem. However this 
theorem seems far from being best possible. Since this is already a long paper 
I have chosen to leave the investigation of embedding and compactness 
properties to another time. 
DEFIh?TION 1.0. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces in duality. I shall 
say that X and Y are complementary (or form a complementary pair) if there 
exist closed subspaces X0 C X and Y,, C Y such that X0* = Y and Y,* = X. 
An important and familiar special case is that of spaces X = E** and 
Y = E*; for X0 = E and Y = Y,, = E* the spaces (E**, E*) will clearly 
form a complementary pair in the sense of Definition 1.0. 
The following proposition wiII be useful on severa occasions. It states 
conditions under which, given one complementary pair X = Y,,* and 
Y = X0*, and a closed subspace ED C X,, , one may construct spaces E and 
F -_ E,,” such that E,, C E and E andP form a complementary pair. 
PROPOSITION 1.0. Let X = Y,* and Y = X0* be a complementary pair 
and suppose that E,, is a closed subspace of X0 such that ufX, Y) cl EO = 
c&Y, YJ cl E,, , Then there exists a complementary pair (E,F) such that 
E, C E = FO*, F, C F = Eo*, and moreover the equalities 
F,* = (E,.L)I n X = 0(X, Y,) cl E, 1~0ld 
and the duality pni~ing of (E, F) is induced by the duality of (X, ET). 
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Proof. Let F = E,*. Since E,, C X,, , F = X,,*/EOL = Y/E,,L. Let F, be 
the strong closure of the image Im Y, of Y,, under the quotient mapping 
f --+ f + EO1. Finally, let E = 0(X, YO) cl E, . Clearly E,, C E and F,, CF; to 
show that the duality of (X, Y) induces a duality of (E, F) under which (E, F) 
fo&s a complementary pair, it will clearly be enough to show that the equali- 
ties of (1.0) hold. However, since 0(X, Y) cl E, = u(X, Y,,) cl E0 it follows 
that (Eool n Y,)l = (E,,‘-)‘- n X. The equalities now follow easily by elemen- 
tary arguments. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, I shall refer to the condition 
u(X, Y) cl E. = c(X, Y,) cl E, 
as the closure condition on the subspace E, _C X,, . I will also use the process of 
Proposition 1.0 frequently to define complementary pairs; if (E, F) is stated 
to be a complementary pair such that E,, C X0 , the reader is to assume that 
E,, satisfies the closure condition and (E, F) is generated by the method of 
Proposition 1 .O, unless stated otherwise. 
The definition of complementary pairs was first made in [9], where a 
stronger version of Proposition 1.0 was stated. In his paper [14], J. P. Gossez 
observed that this stronger version was false and provided the closure 
condition u(X, Y) cl E, = u(X, YO) cl E, under which the proposition is true. 
I wish to thank J. P. Gossez for pointing out to me the error in [9] and in 
a previous version of this paper. 
It is clear that the closure condition of Proposition 1.0 holds for any closed 
subspace E,, C X,, if Y = 16; this case corresponds to the case (X, Y) = 
(X,**, X0*) mentioned above. In the dual situation in which X0 = X, any 
u(X, Ye) closed subspace E, _C X,, will satisfy the closure condition. In the 
cases of Orlicz spaces or Orlicz-Sobolev spaces with which I shall be concerned 
in this paper, these two situations correspond to the cases in which the N-func- 
tions B or B, respectively, satisfy the A, condition. Proposition 1.3 below 
will provide two important examples of closed subspaces E, which will 
satisfy the closure condition for general N-functions B. 
With the concept and properties of a complementary pair of Banach 
spaces, it is now possible to develop an analogous concept of complementary 
pairs of linear operators. 
In the following, if X and 2 are Banach spaces S: X --+ 2 a linear operator 
(not necessarily everywhere defined or continuous) I shall denote the graph 
of S in X x 2 by G(S). If (X, Y) and (2, W) are complementary pairs and 
S: X -+ Z, I shall say that S is wk* closed if G(S) is wk* closed in the 
topology induced on X >i Z by Y, x lVO . 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (X, Y) and (Z, IV) be two complementary pairs of 
Banach spaces and S: X--f Z, 2”: IV--+ Z be wk* closed linear operators. 
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I shall say that S and T are complementary with respect to (X, Y) and (Z, Et’) 
if 
(1) S and T are dual operators with respect to the duality pairing (,> 
of (X, Y) and (Z, W); 
(2) there exist closed linear operators S,: X0 -+ 2, and TO: W, + Z, 
such that G(S,) C G(S), G(T,) 2 G(T), S,* = T and T,,* = S. 
The notion of a complementary pair of operators seems not to have been 
explicitly stated before. Bourbaki [2] d iscusses the concept of linear operators 
in duality acting on pairs of topological vector spaces in duality. 
As in the case of the strong closure of a densely defined operator S,: X0 - Z,, 
the wk* closure may not always exist, since wk* cl G(S,,) = G(S) may not 
define a properly single-valued linear operator S: X---f Z. Thus, no more 
than in the case of strongly closed operators is it true that an arbitrary operator 
will be a member of a complementary pair. The following theorem states 
conditions for -the existence of a complementary pair of operators and some 
of the relations among them. It is an adaptation of a theorem in [6] to the case 
of complementary operators. 
THEOREM 1.0. Let (X,Y) and (Z, IV) be two complementary pairs of 
Banach spaces and So: X0 + Z,, be a closed linear operator such that 
(a) D(S,) is strongly dense in X,, , 
(b) G(S,) satisfies the closure condition as a subspace of X0 x Z, . 
Then 
(1) Let T = SO* and let TO be the restriction of T to IV0 x Y,, . Then 
So is wk” closable if and only if D( TO) is dense in IV0 . 
(2) If S,, is wk* closable, the operator T = SO* is complementary to the 
operator S = wk* cl S, , and To* = S, T = wk* cl TO. Furthermore, given 
S,: X0 -+ 2, and pairs (X, Y) and (Z, W), the operators S and T are unique 
among all complementary operators such that SO* = T. 
(3) For every (x, z) E X x Z, x E D(S), and Sk = z if and only ;S 
<x, Tow,,) = (z, wO‘; for every wO E D(T,). 
Proof. (1) Let T = S,,* and T,, be the restriction of T to IV0 x Y, . 
Then S, is wk* closable if and only if there exists no element of the form 
(0, z) in wk* cl G(S,) with z f 0. Suppose that such an element (0, x) 
exists. Then 
GO, 4 (WLl s- T,,w,)) = 0 
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holds by continuity for all (x, z) in wk* cl G(S,). Therefore, 
0 = {O, -Tow,,) + <z, wo> = (z, wJ 
for every w,, E D(T,). Since 2 1 I4 T,,*, D(T,,) is not strongly dense in IV,, . 
Suppose now that D(T,,) is not strongly dense in IV0 . Then there exists 
z E 2, such that <z, w,,} = 0 for all w0 E D(T,,) and x + 0. Therefore, 
(0, T,,w,,) = (z, w,,) for all zua E D(T,), hence 
((0, $9 (ql , - Towu,)) = 0 for all w,, E D( To). 
Hence 
(0, z) E G(-TJI = [G(-T) n Hi x Yo]l = [G(S,JL n W. x Y,]' 
= wk” cl G(S,), 
and hence Se is not wk* closable. 
(2) Let S, be wk* closable. Since G(S,) satisfies the closure condition as a 
subspace of X,, x 2, , to show that T = So* is complementary to the 
operator S = wk* cl S,, , it is only necessary to show that T,,* = S = 
wk* cl S, . Let T = S,,*. It is then easy to see that G(T) = G(-&,)I and 
G( T,,) = G(-S,)I n IV,, x YO; therefore, 
G(T,*) = G(-To)'- - [G(SJi n W. x I;',]' = wk” cl G(S,) = G(S). 
The second part of (2) is clear since given (X, I’), (Z, W), and S,, , the 
operators S = wk* cl S,, and T = S,* are uniquely determined. 
(3) If (x, z) E X >< 2, (x, z) E wk* cl G(S,,) = G(S) if and only if 
<x,, Tow,> = (2, zu,,) for all zua E D(T,J. Since G(S) is wk* closed, x E D(S) 
and Sx = x if and only if <x, Tow& = (z, we} for all zu, E D(T,), and 
Part (3) is proved. 
I shall now apply this apparatus of abstract functional analysis to the study 
of those concrete spaces in terms of which the variational initial value problems 
of Part II will be formulated. 
In Part II, the role of the complementary pair (X, Y) will be filled by a class 
of spaces derived from Orlicz spaces. Let r be a region in K-dimensional 
Euclidean space E”, with Lipschitz boundary. Let B be an N-function in the 
sense of Rrasnoselski-Rutitski [ 161 and LB be the corresponding Orlicz 
space of measurable functions u: I’ -+ R. Finally, define IIlL* to be the product 
of N Orlicz spaces L, on l? For every u E IINL, , u is a vector-valued 
measurable function u: I’-+ RN with domain r. L?L, may therefore be 
normed with the norm 
U-2) 
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If <.$, 0, denotes the duality pairing between RN and RN*, then the 
corresponding duality pairing between 17LB and 17LB will be given 
B here is the complementary N-function to R (cf. [I6]). If B is an N-function 
and LB is the corresponding Orlicz space on r, the subspace EB of L, is 
defined as the closure in the L, norm of the bounded functions on the measure 
space r. For a general N-function B, EB is properly contained in IJB , and 
therefore the corresponding product DEB is properly contained in IlL, . 
The next two propositions state that the pair of spaces IIL, and DLg 
endowed with the norm (1.2), form a complementary pair in the sense of 
Definition I .O. An N-function B satisfies a d, condition if there esists K and 
x0 such that B(2x) < KB(x) for all x > x0; B satisfies a 6, condition if there 
exists K and x0 such that B(2x) < KB(x) for all x, 0 < zc < x0 . These 
conditions are well known (cf. [9], [16], or [I 81). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let B be an N-function with conzplententary function B. 
Let Rz, I IlLz be the products of N Orlicz spaces, endowed with norm according 
to (12). Then 
(1) DE,* = IIlL,, IIEg* = IlrL,; 
(2) IrE, and ITE, are separable; 
(3) if i? satisfies the conditions (A, , 6,), IlL, = DEB, and sinzilar~, $B 
satisfies the (A, , 6,) conditions. 
Proof. Proposition 1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 in 
Luxemburg [1X]. 
In the sequel, it will be necessary, given closed subspaces V0 of the spaces 
IIE, , to verify that they satisfy the closure condition of Proposition 1 .O. The 
next proposition states some properties of the product spaces IZL, and lr7LB 
by which the closure condition may be verified. 
Let ITM(E,) denote the class 
Although not closed, the set IIM(E,) contains the open ball of radius 1 about 
the origin. 
Let <fk> be a sequence in ILW(E,). I shah say that (If&> is M-convergent to 
f E IIM(E,) iff 
(1.3) 
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If c”,:> is M-convergent to f, I shall write fk -jM f. A subset S C flM(E,) will 
be called M-dense if every f E liW(E,) is the M-limit of a sequence of (fk) 
of elements of S. EB is known to be M-dense in LW(EB) (see [16], II, 
Sect. 9, p. 77). 
Finally, if X is a continuous linear functional h E (ZCs)*, I shall say that h 
is M-continuous iff (h, fk) -+ (A, f) for every sequence (fk> such that 
fk +nrf. 
The notion of M-convergence given here has been discussed by 
Krasnoselski-Rutitski [16]. They call this sense of convergence “mean 
convergence”. Abstract spaces with convergence and topologies given by (1.3) 
have been studied by Nakano [21], [22]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 3 be an N-function and lIL, , llLB the product 
spaces defined 0% the n-dimmional Euclidean space En. Then 
(1) a linear functional h E (IIL,)* is contained in IILB if and only if X is 
M-continuous; 
(2) let u, be the translate of u by x, u%(t) = u(t - x), then u, --z u in 
a(17LB , IILB) as x + 0; 
(3) let u, = u c P)~ be the convolution of u zuith a Cm function of L1 
norm 1. Then u, + u in cr(IlL, ,17L,) as E -+ 0. 
Proof. It will be sufficient to consider the case of single Orlicz spaces 
LB ,LB. 
(1) I shall now show that g ELB implies that g is M-continuous. Let 
g E LB. By Young’s inequality, for every f, f. EL, and R > 0 
1 js(f -fo)dt j <RI&f-fo)dt+RjB(+)dt (1.4) 
Let E > 0. Since B is an N-function, R S&g/R) dt -+ 0 as R + co. Hence 
there exists R so large that the second term in (1.4) is <e/2. If 
s B(f - fo) dt < ~l2R, 
it follows that [(g, f - fo)[ < E. The M-continuity of g follows. 
To show the converse, observe that by a remark of Krasnoselski-Rutitski 
[II, Sect. 9, p. 771, EB is ill-dense in L, . Let ;\ be an JJ-continuous linear 
functional on L, . Then h defines a continuous linear functional h’ on EB; 
by Proposition 1.1, h’ E EB* = LB . Hence by the above, h’ is continuous 
on LB in the M topology. Since X = h’ on E, , and EB is M-dense in LB , 
X = X’ on all of LB and thus X ELB . 
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Parts (1) and (3) h ave been proved by J. P. Gossey in 1141; they follow 
easily from the inequality (1.4). 
I shall formulate the nonlinear initial value problems in terms of some 
special subspaces of spaces of the form 17L, . 
Let I be an interval on the real line R and D a closed bounded region, with 
Lipschitz boundary, in n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let (x, t), x E En, 
t E Rf be a point in D x R+- C En x Rf, and let (Y = (01~ , 01s ,..., a,) be an 
n-vector of integers and / OL ! = 2 j O(~ j. Let Dsa be a distributional derivative 
Dzea = -?&g . . . 
1 2 ‘3 
with respect to x1 , x2 ,..., E 9. 
I shall define the class Wrn,oL, to be the class of all measurable functions 
U: S2 x 1 --f R such that u EL&Q x I) and DZU E L&2 x I) for every a, 
) a 1 < m. Similarly, I shall let W m*“EB be the corresponding class of functions 
u such that D,% E EB for every cx, 1 01 [ < m. 
These classes may be given the norm 
where jl . 11s is the Orlicz space norm for L&2 ,X 1). The classes IV~L*oL, and 
W7n,oEB will be Banach spaces under the norm (1.3). 
Again I shall define the class FPL, to be the class of all measurable functions 
U: D -j R, such that u EL,(Q) and D,% E&(Q) for every 01, / 01 j < m, and 
the class WofEB to be the class of functions u: Q -* R such that D,=u E EB(12) 
for every 01, / (Y j < m. These classes will be endowed with the norm 
where i/ . /Ia is the Orlicz space norm for LB(Q). The classes ?#I~,& and FVViiE, 
will be Banach spaces under the norm (1.4). 
The spaces IV%, and IPE, have been termed Orlicz-Sobolev spaces in 
[8], where a study of the main questions concerning them is made. The 
spaces Il~~n~oL, and lVm*oEB form more general versions of Orlicz-Sobo!ev 
spaces adapted to parabolic and hyperbolic problems; I shall refer to them as 
inhomogeneous Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. 
Finally I shall define the spaces H frsoEB and ?f70n1EB to be the strong 
closures in IV:.0 E, and lV”Es , respectively, of the class of Cc0 functions with 
compact support in I x &? or 52, respectively, and W~‘“La, WonzL, to be the 
corresponding wk* closures as subspaces of I7L, . 
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All four of the spaces WmE, , WmxoEB , WimER , Wr*‘E, will satisfy the 
closure condition as subspaces of IIL, . 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let I be an interaal on the real line and Q a bounded 
region in En with Lipschitz boundary. Let B be an N-fzicnctiorz with complemen- 
tary functio?t B. Then 
(1) ~(17L, , IILB) cl Wo?EB = 0(17L, , IIEB) cl W$‘EB , 
a(17L,, IlrLB) cl W?E, = O(IlL, ) I&j) cl WV<&.; 
where in (1) the product spaces are taken ooer Q and irz (2) are taken over I x Q. 
Proof. Observe that if Q has a Lipschitz boundary, then D must satisfy 
a segment condition. The proof of Proposition 1.3 now follows by standard 
arguments from Proposition 1.2. 
Remarks. Part (1) of Proposition 1.3 was observed by J. P. Gossez in [14]. 
It provides the missing component to a corrected proof of Theorem 4. I in [9]. 
Since the spaces W”s”LB and WmLB may be identified with closed sub- 
spaces of product spaces IZL, , and the spaces (liL, , ITLB) form a com- 
plementary pair, Propositions 1.0 and 1.3 give conditions under which 
closed subspaces X0 C WmsoEs or V, C WmE, generate a complementary 
pair (X, Y) or (V, W), where X = wk* cl X0 and V = wk* cl V. . If B 
satisfies a (4, , S,) condition, then ITLB = DEB and therefore by the con- 
struction of Proposition 1.0 it follows that Y = Y, and W = W, . Therefore 
if B satisfies a (A, , 8,) condition, the complementary pairs (X, Y) and (V, IV) 
are of the forms (Xt*, X0*) and (I’:*, V,*). 
In particular the spaces TV ‘“s”EB and WmEB themselves generate com- 
plementary pairs. Let 
W-m,oLg = (W;,‘&)* = Ii’Ln(R+ x Q)2)lWp,‘EB1, 
W-“LB = (Wo”E,)* = 17L,(Q)/Wo”~E,~. 
It follows at once from Proposition 1 .O that the spaces ( W’“,OLB , TY-rra*OLg) 
and ( WmL, , W-“LB) form complementary pairs. 
For the treatment of boundary value problems in the sequel, it will be 
important to have relations between the spaces WmsoLB and WmL, , and 
similarly relations between the respective complementary spaces WJmLB 
and W-mL, . It will also be important to establish density results in the spaces 
WmJ’I,, and W-“*OL,- for some classes of vector-valued functions. The next 
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two theorems provide information under these headings. Although these 
facts seem essential for the treatment of boundary value problems, they are 
virtually tantologous for spaces of vector valued functions. 
Let X and I be Banach spaces of measurable functions over measure 
spaces S and T, respectively. The Banach space X @ 1’ will be defined as the 
closure of the class of functions 
endowed with the norm 
(1.5) 
where the inf in (1 S) is taken over all sums CN xi @ yi such that 
The linear space X @ Y with the norm (1.5) is known as the projective 
tensor product of the spaces X and Y (cf. Grothendieck [l5J or Shaeffer [22]). 
Let I be a closed subinterval of the real line I?. If X is a Banach space, 
I shall let M(1, X) d enote the Banach space of all continuous linear mappings 
A E [C(I), xl, w h ere C(I) is the Banach space of continuous functions on I. 
It follows from Theorem 19.9 in Dinculeanu (1171, p. 398) that M(1, X) is 
isomorphic to a closed subspace of the space of additive measures p,, , taking 
values in X, with finite semivariation. Each X E [C(I), X] corresponds to a 
measure by 
h(f) = s f(t) dl-Li for every fE C(1). (1.6) 
Therefore, M(1, X) may be identified with a Banach space of measures on 1. 
Finally I shall let L1(I, .X) d enote the class of Lebesgue-Bochner integrable 
X-valued functions. Clearly Ll(1, X) f orms a closed subspace of the space 
M(1, X) and generates a class of linear operators A: C(I) - X by the integral 
representation ( 1.6). 
It is now possible to state and prove 
THEOREM 1 .I. Let I be a bounded subinterval of the real line, and Q a 
bounded region in Elz withlipschitz-boundary. Let B be an N-junction, W”L,(fz) 
the Or&-Sobolev space on $2, and WmsoL,(I x .Q) the inhomogeneous Orlicx- 
Sobolev space on I x Cl. Then 
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(1) W”2%B(I x Q) C M(1, W&), 
(2) W~*OEe(I x Q)CL1(I, WmE,), 
(3) w-'n*oLB(I x Q)C M(I, iv-'"L,), 
(4) JP-EB(I x Q) ZU(I, W-mEe), 
and in each case the embedding map is continuozcs. 
Proof. I shall first prove (2), from which I may prove a lemma which 
will imply both (1) and (3). Finally I shall prove (4). 
To prove (2), I shall first prove 
LEMMA 1.1 .O. Let B be an N-function, I a bounded subilzterval of R, and 52 
a Lipschitx region in En. Then 
EB(I x Q) CL’(I, E&Q)) 
an.d the embedding map is continuous. 
Proof. Let I: be an N-function. Then for every s > 1 and every x, 
sB(x) < B(sx), and therefore sB(x/s) < B(x). 
Let zc E E,(I x Q) and define a function u(t) for a.e.t, t by u(t)(x) = U(X, t). 
Then u(t) is well defined for a.e.t; I must show that J-I jJ u(t)llB dt < co. 
Since u E E,(I x Q), Jlxa B(hu(x, t)) dx dt < a0 for every X > 0. There- 
fore &, B[hu(x, t) dx < w for a.e.t. and every A > 0. Therefore the function 
u: I-+ EB(J2), u(t) E EB(Q) for a.e.t. Hence, 
s B [f$$-] dx == 1 for a.e.t. 
Let L be the length of I and define Ii = {t 1 I/ u(t)llB < l}. Then 
s, II 4th dt < L + j-l6 II WllB B [$$-I dx dt 
G-L f .r B[u(x, t)] dx dt. IXR (1.7) 
By (1.7), it follows that s1 /( u(t)lje dt < (L + 1) jj u IjB and E,(I x Q) _C 
Ll(I, E,(Q)) with continuous embedding map. 
The corresponding containment fl 7m.oEB _CU(I, lP&) follows at once 
from Lemma 1.1.0, and (2) is proved. 
To show (1) and (3) I shall first show 
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LEMMA 1.1.1. Let I be a bounded subinterval of R and Q a bounded region 
in E” with Lipschita boundary. Let B be an N-function. Then 
(1) C(1) @ W”E&2) !z W’9!?,(I x J-q, 
(2) C(I) @ W-E&2) c W~~OE~(I x -qI 
and the embeddings in each case are continuous. 
Proof. I shall prove the first part from 
SUBLEMMA 1.1.1 .O. C(1) @ Es(Q) C &(I x Q). 
Proof. Suppose first that I is an interval of length 1, 
and y E C(I). Let /I u ljs be the norm of u in Es(Q). Then 
and let u E Es(Q) 
since I is an interval of length 1. Therefore 
and hence by the representation (1.5) of the norm of C(1) 6~ EB , it foilows 
that C(I) @ Es C L,(I x Q) and the embedding map is continuous. To see 
that C(l) @ ER C E,(I x Q), observe that P(1) GJ C?(Q) is dense in both 
C(I) @ EB and E,(I x S). 
To show that the sublemma holds for intervals I of arbitrary length, it is 
only necessary to observe that I may be split into intervals of length 1 by 
partitions of unity, from which the sublemma follows. 
It follows from Sublemma 1. I .l.O that C(I) @ wI”E, is continuously 
contained in W”,OE,: it is only necessary to observe that for every a, ] 011 < m 
Since u E W”E, implies that D% E EB for every X, 1 01 / < m, it follows that 
C(1) @ WnzE, C WmJ’EB and the containment is continuous. 
To show that C(I) &? W*lEz _C W-“*OE,, let 9 E C(I), X E IP”EB, and 
u E WrflsoE, . Then 
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Hence the integral (1.8) defin es a linear functional on Wnz*OE, for every 
v E C(1) and h E lFIVmEB . Hence for some constant K, 
To show that C(I) @ W-*zEB c W-iR.oEB , observe first that EB(I x St> is 
dense in II’-“J’.E~, since clearly if u E W’xsoEB and (u, f > = 0 for every 
f E EB it follows that u E 0. Similarly, EB(O) is dense in ?VnEB. Since 
C(I) @ P, is dense in C(I) @ W+EB and W--prE,oEg, it follows that 
C(I) @ t$‘““EB C Wdn,“EB. 
(2) and (4) now follow from Lemma 1.1.1 from well-known properties of 
the projective tensor product. Since C(1) @ WvzEB _C ZP,OE, and W-“*OLB = 
( WmsoEB)*, it follows that 
ZV”~“L~ c [C(I) @ zvnEJ* E [C(I), W-“LB] g M(I, W”“L,) 
where X E WWz.oLg generates a linear functional x E [C(I), WvLLB] by 
(f 0 % A> = O(f >, u> 
for every u E WmEB and f E C(I). 
Similarly, 
WrnL, _c [C(I) @ w-T7$J* e [C(I), ZPLB] G M[I, TPLJ. 
To show (4), I shall show first that X E W-m~OEB defines a continuous 
linear operator A: C(I) + WewlEB. This will follow from 
LEMMA 1.1.2. Let I be a closed bounded intewal of R, B a Lipschitx region 
in En, and % an N-function. Then 
&(I x Q) C [C(I), -%(-Q)l. 
Proof. Let EC Q and let xE be the characteristic function of E and & 
the characteristic function of I x E. Since C(I) @ EB(Q) _C E,(I x Q), 
A E EB(I x .Q) defines a linear operator 1: C(1) -+ LB(G). Let E _C Q. Since xEEh 
corresponds to the operator hc: C(1) -+&&2] defined by X,(f) = xEA(f) and 
l/~EII~c.~B~ < II xE * X llLB(I+~) , it follows that for everyfe C(I), xd(f> - 0 
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as 1 E j -+ 0. Therefore for every f E C(I), X(f) has an absolutely continuous 
norm. Hence A: C(I) -E&Q (cf. [16], Theorem 10.3, p. 87). 
By the same arguments as given above, the space E,(I x Sz) is densely con- 
tained in WJ*i~~oEB. Since EB C Wdnz,O EB with a continuous embedding map 
it follows that every h E EB defines a continuous mapping A: C(I) --+ W+EB . 
Since EB(I x a) is dense in FPn,OEB and [C, W-mEB] is a closed subspace of 
[C,JP-T%~], every h E W-m*OEB defines a continuous operator A: C(J)+lcV-“‘EB. 
To show (4), observe that the interval 1 may be mapped homeomorphically 
into the interval [0, 2~1, and therefore C(I) may be mapped onto a closed 
subspace of the space C[O, 2~1 of periodic functions with period 2~. It is 
therefore possible without loss of generality to consider I to be the interval 
[0, 2~1, and JVm,OLB(I x &?) to consist of distributions periodic of period 2~ 
in the variable t. 
Let A E H-m~oEB and denote the translation of h by t by A, . 
Since WmJ)EB = E,/Wr*OEB1 is invariant under translation, it follows 
that JV-“*OEB has norm invariant and continuous under translation, i.e., 
II A, Ilw-“‘qFB = II h llw-m’oQ 
II A, -- h llw-m.oEg -+ 0 as t-+0 for every h E W-7n~oE~ = 
Since W-“J’EB is continuously contained in M[I, FVnzLB] = [C(I), FV+LB], 
it follows that 
II 4 - x ll~~,pn~i, - 0 as t-+0 
for every X E JVm*OEB. 
Let (q& be a Cm approximate identity, such that supp q+ C (-l/k, I,%) 
for every k; let A, be the operator A,: C(1) -+ W-m& defined by 
Uf) = X% *f) for every k and f G C(1). 
Observe first that I/ A, - X \/tc,W-nrEgJ -3 0 as k -+ 03. Therefore for every 
f E CVh 
(1.9) 
where the last integral in (1.9) is a well-defined Bochner-Lebesgue vector- 
valued integral, by the continuity of the norm of h under translation. Since 
supp vB C (-l/k, l/k), it follows that 
IIS Q?,(t) dt - h II ,,[c w-~=l B s II A, - h il v#) dt - 0 as k+co. 
Therefore A, -+ X in the operator norm of [C, W-r’bLB] as k ---f a. 
505/16/2-z 
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Furthermore, since P)~ is continuous for every K, vlc *f = &(f) is a 
compact operator qs: C(I) -+ C(I) for every k. Therefore X, = h o qk is 
a compact operator from C(1) to JVLB; hence as the limit of a sequence of 
compact operators, h is itself compact. 
By the Dunford-Schwartz representation theorem for weakly compact 
operators, there exists a vector measure p such that for every zl E WrnL, , 
(1) (u, p( 0)) is a regular countably additive measure on I, 
(2) X(f) = J.m> 44) ‘j’f E w>, 
(3) II h IllC,W-WBI = II P MO 
I shall now show that X actually corresponds to a function in L1(FV*nEB). 
First, every operator & = /\ 0 qlc defines a compact operator h,: L1 + 
lVMWzEE. To see this, let f ELI. Then clearly vrc *f E C(1) and is uniformly 
bounded and uniformly continuous for fixed k and every f EL1 such that 
11 f (II < 1. Therefore @h is compact as an operator pk: L1 -+ C(I). To 
see that h,: L1 -+ W-“EB, recall that by the argument given previously 
A: C -+ W-“E, . Hence X, = X 0 vk: L1 -+ W+EB. 
By the Dunford-Pettis representation theorem, each h, may be represented 
as an integral 
A,(f) = 1 hkWf(4 444, 
where hRo: I + WernEe is a p-essentially unique bounded measurable function 
with values in W-mEB. Since I = [0, 27~1 has finite measure and hko is 
bounded, it follows that hko is integrable and &O EU( WJmEB). Since 
L1(W-mEB) is a closed subspace of M[1, W-niLB], and X is the strong limit 
of the & in the operator norm of M[l; W+LB] = [C(I), W-LB], it follows 
that h E L1[ W+E& and thus Part 4 of the theorem is proved, and thus the 
theorem itself is proved. 
A strengthening of Part (1) of Theorem 1.1 may also be easily shown by 
the same methods. 
COROLLARY 1 .l.O. Let I be a bounded sub&terval of t7ae real line azd Q 
a bounded region in En with Lipschitz boundary. Let B be an N-function, 
WfllLg(Q) the Orlim-Sobolev space on Q, and Wn*OL,(I x Sz) the inhomogeneous 
Orlicz-Sobolev space on I x Q. Then 
WmtJ)L,(I x Q) CLl(I, WpnL,). 
Proof. It will be enough to show that LB(I x 52) _C L1(I, L&2)). Let B be 
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an N-function and u E L,(I x Q). As in Lemma 1.1.0, sB(~/s) < B(X) for 
every s > 1 and every r; hence, 
for every u E EB . (1.9) is clearly true for every B, < B since L, C EBO for 
every B, < B, , it follows that 
s * i/ u(t)llB, dt G B[u] dx dt + h. J J rxsl 
Let (B,j be a sequence of N-functions such that B, T B. Then 
for every t. By the Lebesgue convergence theorem, s1 jj u(t)&, dt < 00 and 
hence u E U[I, L,(Q)]. 
The following propositions will also help to illuminate the relationships 
between the Banach spaces FVW1~oL, and WmL, . 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Q be a bounded region in En with Lipschitz boundary 
and Rf the right half real line; let 1 < p < 00. Then 
p,oLyQ x R-t) = LP (R-1, I;timL”(Q)). 
Proof. Observe that for every zc E JW”Lp(Q x R+), 
and 
II Dzu II LWSxR+) = [S 
QxR+ 
/ D,u [P dx dt]“’ 
= II &4t)ll~,(,, dt 1 l”. (1.10) 
Hence, 11 u j\Wym,oLp = 11 u IjLP(R+,WmLo) and the proposition is proved. 
Clearly a relation of the type (1.10) is essential to the proof of Proposition 1.2. 
The next proposition states necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
an equality (1.10) will hold. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let I and J be continuous measure spaces, B an N-function, 
ad -&(I x J), 441;LdJ)) the 0 r icx spaces on I x J and the vector valued 1 
Orlicz space on I, respectively. Then 
-w x J) = w&(J))~ (1.11) 
if and only z.. there exist constants k, , kl such that 
kOB-l(s) B-l(x) < B”(sx) < k,B-l(s) B-l(x) (1.12) 
for every s > l/[ I j and x > l/l J (. 
Proof. To show the necessity, suppose that 
ko’ II u IIL~(I,L~(J)) d II~1 Il~~,(rx~) < 4’ II u ll~~,(r,~,(m - 
Then in particular for every pair of measurable subsets E C I, F C J, 
where xEXE is the characteristic function of E x F. 
One may now compute the norms of the function xExF in the respective 
spaces. One finds 
1 
11 X~X&~.k3) = B-l&F I) ' B-1(1/] ,7j I) ' 
1 
It follows that for all s > l/l 11 and x 3 l/j J j, 
k’ 
’ B-l(s);-l(x) d 
1 1 
B”(sx) ’ ‘,’ B”(s) B”(x) 
which implies the inequality (1.12). 
To show the sufficiency, suppose (1.12) holds. Then 
B(k,+x) < B(s) B(x) < B(k,sx), 
and hence, both B and B satisfy a (A, , 8,) condition. Furthermore, 
B(k,,x) < B(s) B(x/s) < B(k,sx). 
Let M be a continuous measure space and u EL,(M) = L, . Then 
s B[kou] dx < B(s) ,j- B [+] o!x < / B[klu] dx. 
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Since B satisfies a (As, Ss) condition, L, = EB. Therefore B [u/l\ u {Is] dx = 1. 
Hence, 
and hence, 
The relation ( 1.11) follows immediately. 
Remarks. 12 very much stronger proposition is true. It is possible to show 
that if an N-function B satisfies condition (1.12), then B must in fact be 
equivalent to some power p, 1 < p < co. However it is obvious from (1.12) 
that in order for a relation such as Proposition 1.3 to hold, very strong 
conditions must be placed upon the N-function B. Although the corre- 
sponding spaces L, will be both separable and reflexive, even N-functions 
of the form B(x) = xP(ln j x 1 + l>” for 1 < p < 03 and 01 > 0 will not 
satisfy condition (1.12). 
The containment relations of Theorem 1.1 now make it possible to obtain 
results on the density of classes of continuous or differentiable vector-valued 
functions. 
Let I be a closed bounded subinterval of the real line R and X, a Banach 
space. The class Cm(I, X) will denote the class of infinitely differentiable 
(i.e., Cm) functions 9): 1-d X, the class C,“(I, X) denotes the class of C” 
functions with compact support contained in Int I. Both Cm(I, X) and 
Csa(I, X) are Frechet spaces under the seminorms given by the famiIy 
(max,(IDjzl/i,}forallj,O~j< co. 
The density theorem may now be stated. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let I be the circle group R/2zz and Q a bounded region in En 
with Lipschitz boundary. Let B be an N-function, W”nL,(Q) the O&x-Sobolev 
space on Q, and W”“x”LB(I x Q) the inhomogeneous O&x-Sobolev space on 
I x Q of functions periodic in t of period 257. Then, 
(1) Cg(l, WmEB) is strongly dense in I$fm*OE,(I X -Q); 
P(I, W”L,) is wB* ( W-“SOL, , Wm,OLB) dense in WmsoLB(I x 52); 
(2) P(I, I/Tr-,nEB) is strongly dense in W-~~“E& x Q)>, 
P(I, W+LB) is wk” I!,JV-~~~L~ , W1naoL,) dense in JV~z~oL~(I x 52). 
Proof. It is necessary first to show that the respective containments hold. 
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In all cases the argument proceeds in the same way. Let u: I + TVmLR with 
u E Cm(l, W%J. Then 
J ; (u(t), A(t)> dt = (u, Aj VA E W-~%5& (1.13) 
defines a continuous linear functional on W-nh~oE~ by the containment (3) 
of Theorem 1.1. Similarly, A: I-+ Tt/““lL, defines a continuous linear func- 
tional on F17~*“Ez by an integral of the form (1.13). Since Cm(1 x .n> = 
Cm(I) x C”(Q) is dense in both (?(I, WmEe) and I?(], lVirEJ), it follows 
that the integral (1.13) defines a monomorphic embedding. 
The containment of (?(I, TV”.&) in Wm*OEB and Cbj(l, JPnlEB) in 
JV-“*OEz follow again from the density of P(I x Q) in all four of these 
spaces. 
I shall show the respective density results. 
For every u E JP,“LB , let u, be the translation of u by s E [0,27;1 e 
R/2~2 defined by ZCJX, t) == u(x, s + t). Let (Ipa) be a Cio approximate 
identity in L1(I) and define a sequence of functions us by 
(~a , A) = Jo” (u-s ,A) ~4s) ds = (1 WP,&) & A) (1.14) 
for every h E IILs and u E Wv”-OLB . 
Since zc-, E Wtn~oLB for every s, Proposition 1.3 implies thatf(s) = (u+ , A> 
is a continuous function of s for every h E rrL, . It follows that the integral in 
(1.14) is a well-defined weak integral and uniquely defines a functional 
ulr E (IlLB)*. To show that ZC~ E llL, , let (A,) be a sequence in IlAf(E~) 
M-convergent to h E 1711/I(Ee). Then j,,(s) = (u-, , A,) defines a uniformly 
convergent sequence of continuous functions; therefore (1~~ , A,) + (u, , A), 
uk is M-continuous, and hence ZQ. E IlL, . 
Finally, to show that ug E WrnsoLB observe that if h E Wn’,oEB”, then 
<u,t , W = 6” (u-s , A> MS> ds = 0, 
since by Proposition 1 .O ?yW*OL, = ( Wm*oEB)-‘ n IILB . Then f,(s) = (u-., , A,) 
defines a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions; therefore 
c&c 3 Al> - (Uk > A>, uL is continuous in the M topology, and hence 
Uk E Wm-OL B’ 
Let u E WmvoE B* Then )I U, - u /jWrn,OEB -+ 0 as s + 0. Therefore the 
integral 
u,$ = 
s VP&) ds 
u E W*zsoE E 
exists as a vector-valued strong Bochner-Lebesgue integral. 
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The same definitions may be made for WII1*nEg and Wrn,OEB . I will not 
state them explicitly. 
Clearly for every z1 E Wrn,OEg , uh -+ u in the PP”EB norm. Similarly, 
A, = j AQ+.(s) d s + h in the Tl7-“‘,OEB norm for every h E FPm,OEg. Since 
(Zl-, , A) and (I.-~ , A) are continuous functions of s for every u E kV7~~oL, and 
A E H7-))bJJLB I it similarly follows that uk -+ u and A, + h in the CS(W~~~&, I 
T$‘--B~J’L~) and U( M/-~71~.oLB , WmxoL,) topologies, respectively. 
To show that the sequences (z.+J and (A,> are sequences of functions in 
C”(I, FPLB) and C”(I, WnzLB), respectively, let u E TVm**LB . Then by 
Theorem 1 .I, 21 E [C(I), FPL,]. Let f~ C(Ij. Then 
where OCR, and zi denote the linear operators corresponding to uk and 11. 
Since qk E C(I) for fixed K, iik defines a compact linear operator ck:L1 4 
lWLB . Hence by the Dunford-Pettis representation theorem, k, corresponds 
to a measurable function in Lm(WnL,). Since vk E Cm, it follows in the same 
way that 
also corresponds to a measurable function in Lm(WnLLL,) for every integer 
p > 0. Therefore uk E CW(I, PPL,). 
The corresponding results for the spaces WnsoL, , W- “*OLB , and JVflJE, 
follow in the same way. The theorem is proved. 
Remark. Since o(KfLB ,171,B) cl FFzEB , it is easy to see that in fact, 
a stronger result holds: indeed CW(I, WnlEB) is wk* o(IIL, , 17LB) dense in 
Wn*JjL, . However for the theorems to follow, it will be important to use the 
sequences of approximate identities defined by (1.14) and it is the density of 
C”(I, LPL,) h’ 1 w rc I is crucial and not that of C(I, TPE,). 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 have an important Cotohary which will allow the 
treatment of boundary value problems. 
COROLLARY 1.2.0. Let I be the circle group I = R/2nZ, let Q be a bounded 
region in En withLipschitz boundary, alzd let B be an N-functiolz. 
Suppose that (C;; W) is a conzplementary pair of Batzach spaces such that 
WomEB L V, C IPEe . Let X0 = cl C(I) @ V0 . Tlzen 
(1) X0 satisfies the closure condition as a srbbspme of l/lm”E, . 
Let (X, Y) be the complementary pair generated front X0 . Then 
(2) x0 c Ll(I, Vo) Y, c Ll(I, H7(J 
x c M(I, Y) Y c M(I, M). 
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(3) P(I, V,) is strong& dense in X0 , 
P(I, V) is a( Wm,OLB , W-“SOL,-) dense in X, 
(?(I, Wo) is strongly dense in Y. , 
Cm(I, W) is u( IV-nz,oLB , WnaoL,) dense in Y. 
Proof. Let X = wk* cl X,, L- wk* cl C(1) @ V, . To show Part (I), 
I must show that X = U( WwyoLB , W+,OLB) cl C(1) @ V, . 
Let u E X. By Theorem 1.1, zl E WmgoLB _C M(1, II@.&); by Theorem 1.2, 
I may approximate u in the U( Wpn*OL, , Wm*OLB) topology by a sequence of 
convoIution integrals ulr = vrc * .u. 
X is wk* closed by definition, and the wk* topology is weaker than the 
a( w”*oLB , W+*OLg) topology. Furthermore, ut E X for every translate z+ 
of u. Since uk is a well-defined weak integral in the o( Wm*OLB, W-m%oLB) 
topology it follows that zlk E X for every k. 
By Theorem 1.2, ~4~ E CW( WmLB) for every k. I shall now show that 
Uk E cq V). 
Suppose not; then there exists so EI such that ux(so) $ V. Since V is 
wk” closed by assumption, there exists w, E Vol n W-“EB such that 
<zch(so), wo> > 1. Since uk E Ccc(WnzLB), it follows that there exists a neigh- 
bourhood U, = (so - E, so + E) of so such that 
<%c(s), Zoo> > 1 (v, WJ = 0 
for s E U and z, E V = wk* cl I’, = (V,‘-)‘- n pLB . 
Let Q be a Cm function with support in U, such that #I > 413~ in the subset 
V, = (so - 3q’4, so + 3~/4) of U, . Th e f unction ~1~ is in Cx( WmLB) and is 
therefore integrable; hence, 
However, <v. @ q~, w0 @ #> = (p, z/J><v,,  w,) = 0 for every v. E V. and 
tp E C(I), since w, E Vo’ n WeslEB . By Theorem 1.1, zuo @ # E W-*OEB; 
hence (x0 , w, @ v) = 0 for every x0 E X0 = cl C(1) @ V, . Therefore 
uL $ X = wk* cl C @ V, . Since this is contrary to the fact shown above that 
lck E X for every K, it follows that Us E Cm(V) = Cm(I, V). 
Since Cm(I) is a nuclear space in the sense of Grothendieck [15], and V is 
a Banach space, it follows from [15], Theorem 13, p. 80 (see also p. 84), that 
C”(I, V) = C” @ V. I may therefore approximate uk by Cc0 functions f of 
the form f = c” fi @ Vi with finite dimensional range in V. Since V. 
satisfies the closure condition, V = a(WrnLB , W-mLB) cl Vo; hence for 
every vi E V, there exists a net v, -+ v in the o( WmLB , W-“LB) topology. 
Therefore there exists a net fa -+ f in the u(W~~*~L~ , WTn~oLs) topology; 
since ux: may be approximated by functions f of this form, the lemma is 
proved. 
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Parts (2) and (3) of Corollary 1.2.0 will now follow by the same methods as 
those used in the proofs of Theorems 1 .l and 1.2. 
Clearly C(1) @ I/, C X,, with a continuous embedding map. Let u,-, E X0 . 
Then there exists a sequence (uk) _C C @ V, , such that ug + u0 . For every 
t E 1, let ut denote the function at(x) = U(X, t). Since 14r&t’iE, _C V, Z IIrf’fEB I 
uR,? E Ye for every k and t. Since uk -+ us in WmEB , it follows that 
z+ t --f u,,~ in IV”& for a.e.t; since Va is a closed subspace of W/“E, , 
u,It E V,, for a.e.t. By Theorem 1.1, u,, EL’(I, lWE,); since Q E I.-s for 
a.e.t, zIO ELr(I, VO). 
To show the embeddings for X and Y, I must first show C(1) @ Iv, _C Ys . 
To show that C(1) @ W, Z T’, , let X E C(I) @ IJo . Then if X = ~JJ @ w0 , 
X defines a linear operator x on X,, by 
0, u> = s G%(t), %> v(t) at- 
(1.15) 
I shall show that the linear operator x on X,, is uniquely defmed by (1.15). 
Suppose that (1, Z@ = J (u,(t), wO> q(t) dt = 0 for every us E X0 . Since 
C(I) @ I’, is dense in X0 , it follows that for eveqfE C(1) and v,, E V0 , 
Hence, (f, F> = 0 Vf E C and (v,, , wO> = 0 VU, E I’,, . Therefore v = 0 and 
wo E VII”, and hence p @ w,, = 0. 
Hence the mapping X -+ x defines a monomorphic embedding of C(I) @ We 
in Y, . 
By the same arguments as in Theorem 1.1, it follows since C @ V, C X0 
and C @ W, C Y, , that X C M[I, V] E [C(1), I’] and Y_C M[1; IV] s 
Pm WI- 
To show that Y,, _CLl(I, W,), it is necessary first to show that if X E Y0 , 
then X defines a linear mapping ,k C(I) -+ IV, . It will then follow that 
Y,, CLl(I, WJ by the same approximation argument as in Theorem 1 .l. 
I shall show first that EB(Q) is monomorphically embedded as a dense 
subset of the space W, . Let f E EB . Then f defines a linear functional f on 
V,, by 
<v,,f> = j-v,+. 
To show that the mapping f +f is monomorphic, suppose f E VOL. Then 
since WonzEB C V,, C WmE BP 
Since W?E, is dense in Es it follows that f = 0. 
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Since EB is dense in I17a , the argument of Theorem 1 .I may be repeated 
to show that 1: C+ TVs. Th e same approximation argument as that of 
Theorem 1.1 will then show that A EL’@, 1170) for every h E I’,; Part (1) of the 
corollary is proved. 
To show Part (2), it is first necessary to show that the respective classes are 
contained in the respective spaces. However, the Frechet space Cffi(l) is a 
nuclear space in the sense of Grothendieclr [15], and V0 , V, I+\ , W are all 
Banach spaces. Therefore by [15], Theorem 13, p. 80 (see also p. 84), it 
follows at once that 
C” @ v, gg P(I, V(,), 
C” @ v E P(I, V), 
C” @ w, g P(I, Wo), 
C” @ w g C”(I, W). 
It is then only necessary to observe that since C(1) @ V, and Wm*oEa have 
norms invariant and continuous with respect to translation, it follows that X0 
has the properties 
where ut denotes the translation of u by t E I. 
Let (vk> be a C approximate identity. It then follows that for every u E X0 , 
the sequence 
uk =s u-t&t) dt EX,, 
and uk --f u in X0 . The analogous theorems hold for the spaces X, Y, , and I’. 
Let (,> be the duality of (X, Y) and (Jr be the duality of C @ V,, and 
M(I, W). Clearly <x, y> = (w, y>l for every x E C @ V, and y E Y. Since I% 
is the dual of Vin the M-topology, it also follows from (,)1 induces a duality 
of C @ V and M(I, W) which again coincides with <,> on the intersection 
of their domain of definition. The analogous facts also hold for C @ W and 
M(I, W). 
The next corollary is analogous to Corollary 1.10 and follows directly 
from it. 
COROLLARY 1.21. Let I be the circle group I = R/h-Z2 let Sz be a bounded 
region i?i E” with Lipschitz boundary, and let B be an N-f&&ion. 
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Suppose that (V, W) is a complementary pair of Banach spaces such that 
IVo,‘“E, c l;lo c W”&E and (X, Y) is a complementary pair such that 
X0 = cl,,,,~~C(1-) 4 k. . Then 
x c Ll(I, V). 
The variational solution of nonlinear parabolic or hyperbolic problems 
has commonly been carried out on the closure X of a class of Cn; vector-valued 
functions Ca(l, V,) in Lp(WmLp), where VO is a closed subspace Wd”Lg C 
V0 _C WrnLp (cf. for instance [4]). B oundary value problems have been 
realized by a suitabIe choice of the closed subspace T/6; the linear perturbation 
n has been defined on the class (?(I, VO) also. 
In order for such a procedure to be successful, certain conditions, trivially 
true in vector-valued spaces, must hold. Since a variational method obtains 
solutions as weak or weak* limits u,, , it must be true that functions obtained 
in this way will satisfy the boundary conditions given by the space Vs . This 
requirement motivates Corollaries 1.1 .O and 1.2.1, and Part (2) of Corollary 
1.2.0. These corollaries show that WJ”-OLB or X is embedded in a vector-valued 
space and hence satisfies the boundary conditions pointwise a.e. in the 
variable t. Again, the linear perturbation -4 must be defined on a class dense in 
the space X; this requirement forces one to consider classes of the form 
C”(1, Vo) as domains of definition for II. If C=(l, V,) is to provide a domain of 
definition for fl, it must first of all be contained in the space T~VrnJ%~ and 
secondly, be dense in X, these facts are trivial for vector-values spaces, but 
must be explicitly verified in the present context. 
I shall now develop versions of theorems on closed densely defined linear 
operators fitted for problems of the type (I) in inhomogeneous Orlicz-Sobolev 
spaces. These theorems have all been proved in somewhat different form by 
Friedrichs in [I 11. Since the proofs do not involve any essentially new ideas, 
I will o&y sketch their main points here. I shall also restrict myself to the case 
of operators with constant real coefficients, since a theory of closed monotone 
operators with variable coefficients seems to require that the N-function 
B > 9. This condition is not true even for general nonreflexive N-functions. 
The following definition will be useful. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (X, Y) and (Z, W) be complementary pairs of 
Banach spaces and (P, H) a pair of linear operators such that P: X -+ Z, 
P: IV-+ Y. Let PO and PO be the linear operators defined by 
W,) = G(P) n [X0 x Z,l, 
G(Po) = G(P) n [W,, x Yo]. 
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Suppose that 
(1) G(P,,) satisfies the closure condition as a subspace of X0 x 2, and 
similarly for G(pc,) as a subspace of JVa x 2, , 
(2) PC (P,,)* and P_C (PO)*, 
(3) D(P,,) is strongly dense in X,, , D(P) is wk* dense in X, and 
similarly for D(ps) and D(P). 
Then I shall say that the operators (P, P) are formally complementary. 
Let I be a closed subinterval of the real line R and 52 a region in En with 
Lipschitz boundary; let (JV”tL, , JV+LB) be a complementary pair of 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces on Q, and (V, W) b e a complementary pair of Banach 
spaces such that WomEB C V,, C WmEB . 
For K an integer, Jrk, P will denote the products V” = T]I” V, JP = nt W 
of k copies of the Banach spaces V or W endowed with the norms 
(1.16) 
Clearly if (V, W) is a complementary pair, (P, W) will also be a comple- 
mentary pair. 
If X is a Banach space I shall let C(I, X) denote the class of continuous 
functions zl from I to X, and C&J, X) the class of continuous functions 
u: I-+ X with compact support contained in the interior Int I of 1. Similarly, 
P(1, X) and C,,l(.J, X) will denote the corresponding classes of continuously 
differentiable functions from I to X. 
Let (P, p) be a pair of first-order linear operators defined on the class 
C,(I, J’k) n Cl(I, JP) by 
(1.17) 
where u E C,(l, Vk) n Cl(1, JP) and 
(1) PI and Qr are constant matrices over the reals, 
(2) pr and Qr are the adjoint matrices to PI and Qr , and a/at symbolizes 
differentiation with respect to the t variable. 
Note that in (1.17), the function u = [ur ,..., Us] is a vector valued function 
each of whose components ui is contained in C&1, V) n P(I, W). 
The following theorem will make possible the application of Theorem 1.0 
to linear operators of the form 1.17. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let Q be a region in En with Lipschitx boundary, R the real 
line, and B an N-function. 
Let (V, W) be a complementary pair such that WCE~ C V, C W1nEB(Q) and 
(X, Y) tire complementary pair dejned from (V, W) by 
X0 = cl,,,oEBCo~(Rj @ V. . 
Final& let (X&, Y”) be the complementary pair formed from (X, Y) by the 
product of k copies of (X, Y) endowed with a norm of type (1.16). 
Let (P, H) be a pair of @St-order linear operators of the form (1.17) defined on 
the class C,(I, Vk) n C1(I, Wk). Suppose that 
D(h) = det(Q + iP) + 0, 
then (P, p) is a formally complementary pair of linear operators. 
Proof. For the proof of this theorem some definitions will be necessary. 
Let V0 be a closed subspace with WovzEB C Vs C IY”‘.E& satisfying the 
closure condition, and (V, W) the complementary pair generated from IT,, I 
Define V n W to be the Banach space obtained by completion of the set 
= 1 v,, - v’ dt defines a cont. lin. fcnl. on 17 ’ Oi 
under the norm 
One may clearly define a space E’,, n W,, on the same principles; it will be a 
closed subspace of V n W, Note that the functional v’ + V,,’ acting on v E V 
need not necessarily have the same integral representation as (1.18) on V, . 
Define the space V + W to be the completion of the set 
Vj- W=(XE(VOn~V~)*13vEV,wEW3(X,v,>=(w+v,v,>) 
(1.19) 
under the norm 
II h II = inf II v !I + II 20 II, 
where the inf is taken over representations of X of the form 1.19. Clearly 
again a space V,, + W, may be defined on the same principles. 
If h E V + W, I shall sometimes write h with the notation X = v + w. One 
may further observe that since V and Ware in duality, it follows that V n W 
and V + W are also in duality. 
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LEMMA 1.3.0. Let (V, W) be a complementary pair such that WpEB _C 
V,, C W”“EB afad V, satisjies the closure condition. Suppose that V, n W,, is 
strongly dense in V, . Theft 
(1) V. n W. is dense in V n I47 in both the O( V n IV, V, j- WJ and 
the cr( V n W, V + W) topologies; 
(2) v n w q = (V. + wJ*, v. + rv, = v, -f rvo; 
(3) V n W _C Lz and V,, n W,, is dense in L”. 
Renzavks. Note that for the case in which B > 9, V _C w hence 
V n IV = V and the lemma is trivially true. 
Proof. I shall observe first that V, n W, is dense in V n W in the 
U( V n IV, V, + IV,) topology. 
Let v E V n W, and suppose that v’ + w’ E Vs + I%\ exists such that 
(v,v’+w’> = 1, 
(I/‘, n it70 , 71' + w') = 0. 
By the second relation in (1.20) above, (vs , v’ + w’> = 0 for every 
v,, E VO n W,, and hence (v,, , v’) = (vo, -w’> VV~ E V,, n iT70. Since 
WI E w = FFmLjjlVO1, v’ defines a bounded linear functional on V,, . 
Therefore v’ E V,, n M7 by the definition above; since (v,, , v’) = (v,, , -w’) 
and w’ E W, , v’ E V,, n W,, . Therefore v’ + w’ E VOL. Since V, satisfies 
the closure condition, V = (Val)l n WfnL, , and hence (v, v’ + w’) = 0. 
This contradicts the relation <v, v’ + w’) = 1. The proof that V, n W,, 
is dense in V n W in the G( V n W, V + W) topology proceeds by the same 
method. 
To show that 7~s + IUs = 1~s + W, , observe that clearly Ii + IV’s _C 
V,, + IV0 . Let h E V, *+ IV6 and E > 0. Then there exists Cauchy sequence 
Ak E V, + W, , such that jj A, - h,+l 1) < 42’-‘+r, and therefore sequences 
(vk> and (wu,>, such that 
Therefore in particular (vk) and (wk) are Cauchy sequences converging to 
vEVsand WEW,. Hence h = v + w and h E V,, + WO . The proof that 
’ V + W = V -f- W proceeds in the same way. 
To show that V n W = (V,, + W,,)*, observe first that clearly 17 r‘l w c 
(V,, + W,)*. To show equality, observe that V,, and W, are both continuously 
contained in V, + W, . Hence any X E (V. + W,,)* defines a continuous 
linear functional on V. and MI,, hence X E IF,,* n VOX = V n W. 
To show that V n W _C Lz, observe that V,, n IV,, _C L2 since if z+, E V, n W,, 
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then (2~~ , z.‘~ + I,‘,,‘> = s [ z’~ I2 dt < CD. This embedding is continuous by 
the uniform boundedness theorem. Since WO%EB Z V0 C JPnE, , clearly also 
V0 n IV,, is dense in L2. To show that V n W C L2, observe 
Sublenmu. Let X be a separable Banach space and X+ its dual space; let F 
be a linear manifold in X*. Then F is wk* closed in X if and only if F is 
sequentially closed. 
Proof. The “only if” part is immediate. To show the other part, observe 
that by the Krein-Smulian theorem [IO], p. 429, F is closed in the wk* 
topology if and only if F n B is wk* closed for every closed ball in X* 
centered at 0. Since X is separable, the topology induced on B by X is 
metrizable. 
Suppose that F is sequentially wk* closed and consider F n B for every 
closed ball B. If f~ wk* cl F n I?, then by the metrizability of the wk* 
topology on L1, there exists a sequence fk E F such that fk a* f. Hence 
f E F since F is sequentially wk* closed. Since this is true for every closed 
ball B, F is wk* closed and the sublemma follows. 
By the sublemma, the sequential wk* closure of V,, n W0 is identical to 
the wk* closure, which is V n W. Let TI E V n W. Then there exists a 
sequence v, -* v in the o(V n W, V,, + W,) topology. Since (Q) is 
bounded in V0 n W,, , (71~) is bounded inL”. Hence there exists a subsequence 
converging weakly to v ’ EL’. Since sg, . v’ dt = jrp . v dt for every C” 
function with compact support, it follows that z” = v, hence it follows that 
VEL”. 
A second lemma will also be needed. Let {(p,> be a family of Friedrichs 
mollifiers; for every E > 0, let H,: Ll(R, P) --f L1(R, 1;7p) be the integral 
operator defined by 
H&z, s) = I &s - t) u( , t) dt. (1.21) 
The family of operators (E&j forms a Coo approximate identity. The next 
lemma states the continuity of the operators El, in the space W”L,(R x Q) 
or Wr~,oLE(R x Sz) or suitable subspaces of these. 
LEMIVM 1.3.1. Let (Xk, Yk) be a conlplementary paiy of Banach spaces 
constructed as in the statement of Dejinition 1.3; let HE be a family of Fried&h’s 
molli$ers of type (1.21) and P a lineaT operator of type (1 .lS). Then. 
(1) HC and PH, act continuously fyo?n XL to Xk and Yk to Yh in both 
the strong and the wk* topologies; 
(2) H, presemes the subspaces Xok of X5: and Yak of Yk; 
(3) H, has norm m~~omly bounded in E. 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 1.3.1 proceeds just as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 above. Let uy denote the translation of u by y E R defined by 
U&X, s) = ~(3, s + y), and define the translation uy of zc E Y’; by duality. One 
may then observe that 
is a well-defined weak integral for zc E WmsoLBk and therefore for u E Xk. 
Furthermore, 
Hence H . Xk -+ Xx: continuously in the strong topology, with uniformly 
bounded xorm, and similarly for Y k. Since P is of the form (1 .lS), PH, is 
a Cm matrix-valued function. Hence for fixed E, PH, is also strongly con- 
tinuous from Xk to Xk and Yh to Yk. 
To see that H, and PH, are continuous in the wk* topology, let y,, E Ygk 
and uk -* u in ,V’. Then since PH, and H, are convolutions with C” real 
matrix functions H *P** 1’0” 3E - ---f Ysk and H,*: Yak + Ys”, and 
Let (tc,f) E CJ(X~ x Y”, YsL x Xok) cl G(P,,). By Theorem 1.2 and 
Corollary 1.2.0, H@u + u in the u(Xk x Yk) sense, U;f - fin the a(Yk‘, Xk) 
sense, Hp E Cm( Vk) and HEf E Cm(Wk). 
I shall show that (Hp, HJ) E G(P). Since 
(u, f) E u(Xk x Y”, Yak x Xok) cl G(P,,), 
there exists a sequence (ul, ,f,) E G(P,) such that u,, -* U, f, -* f, and 
f, = Pun . Since P is an operator with constant real coefficients, H,P = PH,; 
since PH, and H, are both wk* continuous 
HEf = wk* lim HEf, = wk* lim HePun = wk* lim PH,q, = PHp. 
Therefore (Hp, Hcf) = (Hp, PHp) E G(P). 
Clearly also I may assume that zl and hence HEu, f, and H, f have bounded 
support. 
P is a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients. By 
assumption, D(h) = det(Q + ihp) is not identically 0 on R; since D(h) is a 
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polynomial, D(X) is therefore only 0 at a finite set of points. Using Fourier 
transforms on Cam(P), it therefore follows that 
N(P) = (24 E C,~(VJyPu = O} = (01 
and hence P is invertible on its range. Since P)E * u E Com( Vk) and 
P(cp, * u) E Cam( VP), it follows that 
I will therefore be finished if I produce a net fa E CsR(V” n Wk) such 
that fa - y)E * 21 in u(X~, Y”), and PfE - P(vE * u) in u(Y”, Xk), and 
Pfm - P(qe * u) in u( Yk:, Xl;). 
By Lemma 1.3.0, for every 21 E I/‘” n W, there exists a net (v,> C V,B n WoP 
such that vu - v in both u(V~, W) and a(Wk, V&). Since cpE * u-may again 
be approximated in the Cm topoIogy by functions f with finite dimensional 
range f = Cm zji @ vi , it follows that there exists a net fa such that 
fa -1 P)E t u in the G(C @ I’, M(1, IV)) topology, 
Pfa - P(cp:, * zd) in the ,(C 0 IV, M(1, 7’)) topology, 
and therefore in the U( w’~~aL, , W-m,oL~) and u(IV-~~~~& , W@LB) topologies 
respectively. The lemma follows. 
The following definition identifies the important classes of linear operators 
obtained by the closures of P in the strong and wk* topologies. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Q be a region in En with Lipschitz boundary, 
I a closed subinterval of the real line R, and B an N-function. 
Let (V, W) be a complementary pair of Banach spaces such that 
W,,“E,(O) C V, C WmE&2), and (X, Y) the complementary pair defined 
from (V, IV) by X0 = c1,“,oE8 Cm(l) @ V, . Finally let (XT, Yk) be the 
compiementary pair formed from (X, Y) by the product of k copies of X, Y 
endowed with a norm of the type (1.16). 
Suppose that (P, P) is a formally complementary pair of linear operators 
of the form (1.17) such that 
P: X"-+ k'k p: p --f y'i. 
Define operators 
(1) P, by defining G(PJ to be the set of all (~,f) E X,li x Y,” such 
that there exists a sequence of functions u+ E C,,(i, Vo”) n C1(l, Wok) such 
that 
u, --+ u in Xok, 
P%-ff in Yo”. 
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(2) P,, by defining G(P,,) to be the set of all (~,f) E Xk x Y,,” such 
that there exists a sequence of functions u, E C,(l, Y”) n Cl(I, Wok) such 
that 
% s zl in the topology u(X~, YO’O”), 
Pu, -+ f in Y,7c. 
(3) P,,, by defining G(P,,) to be the set of all (~,f) E X,k x Y’i such 
that there exists a sequence of functions U, E C&I, Vak) n P(I, Wk) such 
that 
u, --+ u in X B 0 , 
h-f in the topology a(Y”, XgL). 
(4) Pzu, by defining G(P,,,) to be the set of all (u, f) E Xk x Yk such 
that there exists a sequence of functions ZQ E C,(l, P’) n Cr(1, IP) such that 
U, 3 u in the topology o(Xk, Y,,“), 
Pu, 5 fin the topology a(Y”, Xsk). 
(5) P, by defining G(P,) to be the set of all (~,f) E Xk x Yk such that 
for everyg E C,(.I, Vk) n C1(I, Wok), 
As in Definition 1.2, let 
G(P,) = G(P) n X0 x Y. and G(Po) = G(P) n X0 x Y, . 
By Corollary 1.2.0 and Theorem 1.3, D(P,) and D(po) are both strongly dense 
in X0; hence by Theorem 1.0 it follows that all of the wk* and strong closures 
in Definition 1.3 define linear operators from X to Y. 
In the rest of this paper, if P is a linear operator I shall refer to P,, as the 
weak closure of P, P,, as the weak*-strong closure, P,, as the weak* weak* 
closure, and so on. 
The operator P, in Definition 1.3 is commonly referred to as the strong 
closure of the operator P; the operator P, is commonly referred to <as the weak 
closure. For the class of operators and spaces studied by Friedrichs in [ll], 
the strong and weak closures of an operator P of type (1.17) will coincide. 
However the situation of complementary operators in complementary pairs 
of spaces requires a finer characterization of the possible situations than that 
in the case of Friedrichs’ original theorem. For this purpose I have introduced 
the other operators of this definition. 
In general, the weak closure Pt, of P will not be the same as the strong 
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closure P, of P. The strong closure P, of P is an operator such that G(P,) C 
X0” x YOk, while the weak closure P, of P is an operator with G(PJ 5: G(P,), 
where containment is strict if either X0 C X or Y, C Y. Thus in this case 
Friedrich’s original theorem is clearly false. 
However a more complex situation may be shown to be the case. I wiil deal 
explicitly in this paper with one important special case: that in which the 
interval I in Definition 1.3 is the real line R. The theorem to follow suggests 
the form a theorem would take in the general case. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let Sz be a region in En with Lipschitx boundary, A the real 
line, and % an iT-fzmction. 
Let (V, W) be a complementary pair of Banach. spaces such that WO*zEB(Q) c 
V, C W”E,@); let (X, Y) be the complementary pair defined from (V, W) by 
X0 = cl,mEB Corn(R) @ VO . Finally let (Xp, Yk) be the complementary pair 
of product spaces formed from (X, ET) by the process of DeJinition. 
Suppose that (P, p) are a formally conzplemen.tary pair of linear operarors of 
type (1.17). Then 
(1) G(P,) = G(P,,) n X$ x Y,“, 
(21 G(Pu) = W'wd, 
(3) if % satisfies a (A, , 8,) condition, then 
W’w) = W’wL’) = W’tm), 
if % satisjies a (A, : 6,) condition, then 
G(P,) = G(P,,,) = G(P,,). 
Remark. It is well known that theorems of the type of Theorem directly 
imply the corresponding theorems on linear differential operators of arbitrary 
order: they have only to be realized as first-order linear differential operators 
acting on a vector-valued function U. 
Proof. As mentioned above, the mollifier techniques of Friedrichs extend 
with only small modifications to Theorem I .4. Clearly I may reduce to the 
case in which u has bounded support. 
(1) To show that G(P,) = G(P,) n X,,k y\ Yak’, observe first that 
G(P,) _C G(P,) IT X0” x Y,,“. Now let (~,f) E G(P,) f-~ X0” x YO”. Then 
for every y E C,,(R, V:) n C,1(R, Wok), 
Therefore, (u, pHcrp) = <f, H,q,) and hence since pHE = HP9 
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(H,u, &J) = (HJ, p) for every v E C,,(R, P) n C,l(R, Wok). It follows 
from Corollary 1.2.0 to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that if u E X0”, then 
H,u E C’~(1, I/a”), and similarly, if f c Yak, HJ E Cm& Wok). Hence 
H,u E C&R, YO”) n C,,l(R, Wok) and H,f = PH,u. Since H,u + u and 
Hcf -+ f, it follows that (u, f) E G(P,), and (1) is proved. 
(2) To show that G(P,) = G(P,,,), first let (u,f) E G(P,,). Then there 
exist sequences zl, - * u and fc -* f such that u, E C,(R, V”) n Col(R, Wt). 
Hence for every v E C,(R, Vk) n Col(R, Wk), 
04, m = <fe, v> and therefore 
Hence G(Ptow) C G(P,). To show that G(P,,) C G(P,,), let (u,f) E G(P,). 
Since (u, f) E G(P,), \ , ‘u &) = (f, v) for every v E C,,(R, Vk) n C,l(R, Wok). 
Therefore as in the proof of(l), (Hp, &) = (H,f, p> and hence PHp = 
Hcf and H,u E C,(R, P) n C,1(R, IF). Since by Lemma 1.3.0, H,u -* u 
and HEf A* f, it follows that (~,f) E G(PtL,J. 
The proofs of (3) p roceed in the same way as those of (1) and (2) with the 
observation that if B satisfies a (A, , S,) condition, then W-“,OLB = W+*OEB 
and hence Yh = Yak. Therefore H,f tends strongly to f; similarly, one proves 
the corresponding assertion if B satisfies a (da , 8,) condition. 
In order to deal with initial value problems using the above theorem, it is 
necessary to consider suitable wk* closed subspaces of w”zsoL,(R+ x Q), 
where Rf is the right-half line. One therefore requires results relating 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces on Q x R+ with corresponding spaces on R. 
I shall first make a definition. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let Sz be a bounded region in En with Lipschitz 
boundary, R the real line, and B an N-function. 
Let (V, W) be a complementary pair of Banach spaces such that 
FVomEg(Q) _C WmEB(Q) and (X, Y) be th e complementary pair generated from 
X0 = cbm,oq~+~~) Co”(R) 0 J’o . 
Then I shall define 
23 = {u ~3 X [ u(x, t) G 0 for t < 01, 
X- = (24 E X ( u(x, t) = 0 for t > 0). 
It is easy to see that both X+ and X- are wk* closed subspaces of X, and 
furthermore that X+ = wk* cl X0+, where X0+ = X,, n X+, and similarly 
for X-. 
The following proposition will illuminate the relationship between X+ 
and the Orlicz-Sobolev space W mQ@ x R+). A similar proposition holds 
for X-. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. Let 52 be a bounded region in E” with Lipschitx boundary, 
R the real line, R+ the right-half real line, and B an N-function. 
Let (V, W) be a complementary pair such that W?Ee(Q) C t/6 C WmEB(Q) 
and (X, Y), the complementary pair generated from 
Then 
x0 = cl Wm.oEBcRXRj C,“(R) 0 fT,, . 
x0+ = cl Wm,oEB~BXR+i Co”@+) 0 I,‘, , 
X+ = wk” clW,m,oEBISZXR+) Com(R+) 0 r;, . 
Proo$ It is clear that the nouns of W~~*“LB(Q x R) and Wn~oLn(D x R+) 
coincide on X+ and Xg+. 
Let (1zJ be the family of C* approximate identities defined by (1.18) and 
define a family of operators {H,‘j by 
f&+U(X, s) = 1 &(s - E - t) U(X, t) dt. 
As in Lemma 1.3.0, it is clear that H,t-: X 4 X and He+: X0 -+ X0 . 
Furthermore, if supp u C Rf, it follows that supp H,+u C Rf. Therefore 
H,+: X0+ 3 X,,’ and H,+: Xi- * X+. As in Theorem 1.2, H,+uo 3 u. 
for every u. E X0+ and H,+-u -* u for every u E X+; furthermore 
H~+uo E &“(R’, 5’) and HEfu E C,“(R”, V). 
Clearly one may assume that supp u is bounded; suppose supp u C_ Int X. 
Since Coco(~ is nuclear, C,“(I, V) = Corn(l) @ V and similarly Com(l, V,) = 
Coa(l) @ V, . (See [15], p. 80). Since I’ = wkc cl V0 the proposition is 
proved. 
PART 11 
In this section, I shall show the existence of weak solutions to initial value 
problems of the type (I) and state conditions under which the weak solution 
will be unique and the initial value problem will be well posed. I will center 
my attention upon the problem of obtaining results for the widest possible 
class of monotone operators A,; I will not attempt to solve problems of type (I) 
for the most general perturbations fl. 
Let Q be a bounded region in En with Lipschitz boundary and let 
R+ = [0, co] be the right-half real line. Let E denote a multiindex of non- 
negative integers 01 = (01~ ,..., a,), let ( 01 1 = C / 01~ 1, and let M be the number 
of multiindices c1 such that ] 011 Q EV. 
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Let B be an N-function such that the complementary function B satisfies a 
(Lja, S,) condition and let 17L,, 17LB be the product spaces on R+ x D 
as defined in Part I above. By Proposition 1.1, the spaces IIlL, , l’ILB form a 
complementary pair. As in Part I, I shall let <Jo denote the duality pairing 
between RN and RN* and (,> the duality pairing between 17LB and IILB. 
Let (V, WV) be a complementary pair of Banach spaces such that 
WO~EB(Q) c T/6 c w”“E,(Q), and (X, Y) the complementary pair generated 
from (V, W) by defining X,, = clWm,oEB C,,“(R+) @ V, . 
Let A = fl + A, be an operator of type 1, where 
(1) fl is the linear operator defined for all u E C$(R, W,) n C,(R, V) by 
Au Ed” 
dt ’ (2-O) 
with formally complementary operator i!i defined for all 
(2) A, is defined by a nonlinear Dirichlet form 
<-ql(G t, 0, 00 = c 4~, t, k3> 5, * 
IalP 
(2.1) 
If A is the linear operator (2.0), then (A, A) define wk* densely defined linear 
operators A, 6: X + Y. Again the function (A,(x, t, 0, [),, defines a non- 
linear mapping from RN >< RN to R for every x E Q and t E R-k. This mapping 
defines a nonlinear mapping A,: IIL, + IIlL, by 
(A&), v> = 
s.c 
(AO(X, t, [24(x, t)]), v(x, t)jo dx dt. 
0 .a 
The restriction of the operator A, to the subspace X _C LlL, defines a 
partial differential operator A,: X -+ Y. 
Let w be a measurable function w: Q x R+ -+ R such that w E EB . The 
function w defines an element w, of IirE, by =zoO = [zu, 0, O,...], and therefore 
w defines a linear functional on X C IIL, by 
<W, V) = j. ja W . zl rE.v dt 
for every v, ~(27) = [v, av/&i ,..., @%/hm] E XC rrL, . 
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Let f0 be a function f0 E I’, n IV, . Then there exists a function 
f~ C”(R+, Vi) n P(R+, W,) such that f(0) = f. To see this, let 9 be a 6’” 
function v: Rf -+ R with bounded support, such that q(O) = 1 and 
y’ E E&R+). Then clearly the function f defined by 
is in Cm@+, VO) n C”(R+, W,,) and satisfies the required conditions. 
It is clear also that the function f defined by (2.2) is contained in rrE, 5 
and the derivative f ‘ off defined by 
is contained in Y0 . 
f’(t) = fdt! t > 0, 
=o t < 0, 
Let f. E V,, n SV, and (I/, T%‘) b e a complementary pair such that 
WOE, C V0 C W”&(Q). The corresponding initial value problem for 
(A, V’, f,J may now be formulated. 
DEFINITION 2.0. Let ( Tr, W) be complementary Banach spaces such that 
W”E, C V, C W”E, and (X, Y) the complementary pair generated from 
(V, TV) by X,, = ~lrvm,o~,(~~~) C,,"(R) @ V, . 
Let A = A + A, be an operator of type (I) and f,, E V,, n TVO; Iet f be the 
function defined fromf, by (2.2). Let w E EB(SZ x R+)- 
Then I shall say that u = u,, + f is a weak solution of the variational 
initial value problem for Au = w corresponding to the space 5’ and the 
function f. E 17, n W0 if u,, E X+ and for every v E X0+, 
(-%l + ~&II + f ), 70 = <w - f’, u>. 
The following assumptions will be made upon the operators A and A, . 
Assumption I. A is a linear operator such that 
(1) A is defined for all u G C,l(R, IV,) n C&R, V) by 
with formally complementary operator defined for all 
ZCE C,,l(R, Wo) n C&R, V) 
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(2) (II, A) are wk* closed operators (.4, A): X+ I’ such that fl is 
monotone, D(A) _C D(A), and /I is wk* densely defined. 
It follows from Condition (1) of Assumption I and Theorem 1.3 of Part I 
that all of the various closures, except for the strong closure, of fl and d 
given by Condition (1) are identical for the operators A, d 
The restriction that D(d) C D(A) in Condition (2) is notably stronger than 
the sorts of conditions other authors have placed on the linear part d (see [4]). 
However it may be removed if the Orlicz-Sobolev space FVVR*oL, is reflexive; 
in the reflexive case, one may substitute a condition 
(2’) (A, A) are weakly closed operators (A, A): X--f Y such that /l is 
monotone and densely defined. 
I will discuss this question further when it arises in the proof of Theorem 2.0 
below. 
Although Assumption I is stronger than the previous sorts of conditions 
it is possible to show that if rl is a weakly closed linear operator satisfying 
Condition (l), then fl satisfies Condition (2). Hence the weak closures of the 
linear parts a/at in (I’) and (I”) satisfy Assumption I. Let rl be the weak 
closure of the linear operator fl,, = Z/at defined by Condition (1). To show 
that fl satisfies (2); let ~1~ E D(A). By Theorem 1.3, H,u, A* u. and 
AH,uo 3 Au0 . Since Z&U0 E Cl@, IV,) n C,(R, V), 
(Au, , uo) = iii (AH,u, , H,u,) = lim -& Hp, , Hgq,) 
Hence (AU,, , uo> = 0 and 11 is monotone. 
To see that D(A) _C D(A), t i is sufficient to observe that.&, = - alat = -11,. 
Therefore if u. E D(A), 
(<Au, ) v} = (u. , i&v> = -(uo , A,v) 
for every v E Cr(R-+, W,,) n C,(R+, V); hence D(A) _C 0(/I,. 
Asszr~~@io?i II. The nonlinear Dirichlet form for A, given by 
<-Ao(x, t, C), 5> = C (-%(x3 4 0,5,> for every (x, t) E Q x Rf 
laps 
and 5‘2 SERN (2.3) 
satisfies 
(1) the functions A,(x, f, E) in (2.3) are continuous functions of f E RN 
for every (x, t) E .Q x R+ and measurable functions of (x, t) for every t; 
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(2) for every 01, ! CC ] < m, there exists a function h, E EB and constants 
k, , L, such that 
(3) for every (x, t) E 52 x Rf and [, 5 E RN 
<4&h 4 E) - 4% t, 0, e - 5>” 2 0. 
Assumption III. There exists a function k integrable on !Z? >( R+ and 
constants K and L such that for every (x, t) E s;) x R+ and f,c E RN 
A second type of assumption I shall use is 
Assumptiotz III’. There exists a function k integrable on 52 >( R and a 
constant L such that for every (x, t) E C? ‘X R and 5 E R” 
<A&, 4 0, 5) >, 1 B&t,) + k(x, t). 
lDL[s”” 
(2.4’) 
In previous work on nonlinear elliptic operators, many authors have 
imposed a condition of the type (2.4’). In the paper [8] I referred to a condition 
such as (2.4’) as a coercivity precondition. Let (X, E’) be a complementary 
pair such that X0 is a closed subspace of IIEB . Then if B satisfies a (B, ,a,) 
condition, it will follow that the operator A, in (2.4’) will satisfy 
as an operator A,: S-t I’, where c,,: R+ ---f R is a function such that 
C&NY + o(jasr--+ a. 
Conditions of the type of (2.5) are well known for operator equations under 
the name of coercivity conditions. 
In order to deal with initial value problems, however, it is necessary to 
obtain conditions on the translates of the operator A, of the form 
<A& + f>, u> a Cf(ll 24 llxh fW 
where c?: R+ -+ R is a function such that c~(Y)/~ +cc as r+Mj, c, may 
depend onf, and f need not necessarily be an element of X. I shall now make 
a definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let B be an N-function and (X, Y) be a complementary 
pair such that X,, is a closed subspace of 17E,; let 8, be a nonlinear operator 
A,: 17L, + IILS given by a Dirichlet form (2.1). Then, 
(1) I shall say that A, is coercive over X if there exists a function 
c,,: R+ + R such that c,(r)/r + co as Y + co and 
<4(4* u> 3 c&l! 24 llx> for all tc 6 X, 
(2) I shall say that A, is unconditionally coercive over X if for every 
f E IlEe , there exists ci: RT -+ R such that 
<4l(u + f 1, u> b 4ll * Ilr> for every u E X. 
If both B and B satisfy a (Aa , 8,) condition, then a coercivity precondition 
of the type of (2.4’) together with Assumption II will immediately imply that 
the operator 8, is both coercive and unconditionally coercive over any 
subspace X of 17L, . However this seems not to be true in the general non- 
refle-xive case. I will show below that if B satisfies a (A, , 8,) condition, then 
Assumptions III for an operator A, of the form (2.4) will imply unconditional 
coercivity. The reader may easily verify that the operators given in the 
introduction both satisfy Assumption III and therefore will be unconditionally 
coercive. 
The main existence theorem of Part II may now be stated. 
THEOREM 2.0. Let B be an N-function such that i? satisjies a (d, , 6,) 
condition; let (V, W) be a complem.entary pair of Banach spaces such that 
W,“E&‘) _C V, _C WmEB(Q), and (X, Y) the complementary pair generated 
from (V, W) by X0 = cl,,,o,a C,,“(R) @ V,, . 
Let A be a dx~erential operator of type I such that A = A + A, , where 
(1) fl satisjes Assumption I for the spaces (X, Y) 
(2) A,, satisfies $ssumptions II, IIIfor the N-jwzction B. 
Then for every w E Y,, andf, E V,, n FF, the variational ilzitial value problem for 
A corresponding to the space V and the function f0 has at least one solution, i.e., 
there exists u,, E X+ such that 
(Au,, + A&,, + f), v) = (w - Af, a> for all z! E X0+, 
where f is the fumtioz obtained from f. b-y (2.2). 
Proqf. I shall prove Theorem 2.0 in a sequence of lemmas. Throughout 
this proof, D will refer to the same fixed region 52 _C En, ll4 will be the number 
of indices a! such that j a: 1 < m, and the Orlicz-Sobolev spaces IVmLB and 
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Win*QLB will be understood as spaces over the domains 52 and Q x R, 
respectively. 
For the first two lemmas a definition will be necessary. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X, Y) be a complementary pair such that Ej = I’: 
and d an operator A: X + Y, . I shall say that A is of weakly dense type in X 
if for every u E D(a), there exists a net (Us) C X0 n D(A) such that U, - * u 
and (& , u,> -+ (Au, u). 
Remark. A related condition on monotone operators in arbitrary Banach 
spaces has been discussed by J. P. Gossez in [12] and [13]: the condition that 
an operator be of dense t3rpe. Although the precise distinction made by Gossez 
pIays no part in this paper, the immediate inspiration for the concept given by 
Definition 2.2 comes from Gossez. This notion will be crucial to the proof 
of Theorem 2.0. 
The next lemma gives two important cases in which Definition 2.2 is 
satisfied. 
LEMMA 2.0.0. Let (X, Y) be a complementa~ypai~ such that IT0 = I’. Thert 
(1) if 8g is the gradient of a lower sepnicontinzlous convex fmctional 
g: I;,, + R, then (ag)-I: X-+ Y0 is of weakly dense type; 
(2) let H be a wk*-strongly closed linear operator H: X + I, such that 
D(H) n X0 is strong& dense in X0 . Suppose that fw every s, y E B(H), 
(Hzz,yj = -(Hy, x>. Then H is of weakly dense type. 
Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 of Gossez’s 
paper [12], which is in turn a consequence of results in [21]. 
(2) Let .1;’ E D(H). Since D(II) n X,, is strongly dense in X0 1 and X,, is 
wk” dense in X, there exists <3c,) C D(H) such that x& A* N. Observe then 
that (Hx, , xJ = -(Hx, , xa) = 0 = (Hx, xj by the antispmmetry of H. 
Hence (2) follows. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.0.0 that a linear operator satisfying 
Assumption I will be of weakly dense type. 
Lemma 2.0.0 alone gives sufficient information to dea1 with the linear 
operator fl in Theorem 2.0. However the following proposition seems of 
interest. 
PROPOSITION 2.0. Let R be an N-function such that B satis$es the (A, , 8,) 
condition; let (V, W) be a comnplemntar*y pair of Banach spaces such that 
WO”EB c V0 C W1”EB and (X, Y) the complementary pairgeneratedfrom (V, W) 
X0 = &m,oEB C,,=(R) @ V,, . 
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Let (A, A) be a complementary pair of linear operators (A, A): X-t YO 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.4 Part I. Then the linear operator 
A: X + Ii, is of weakly dense type. 
Proof. To show the Proposition, let x,, E D(A). Since by Theorem 1.3 there 
exists a sequence .z’~ E Com(R, V) n Com(R’, IV,) such that X~ -* x0 and 
Ax, -+ Ax,,; it follows that I may assume x,, E Co”(R, V) r‘l C,“(R, WO). 
Now observe that if x E C,“(R, V) n C,,“(R, Ty,), it follows that 
x E Com(R, V n IV,). It will therefore be sufficient to show the Proposition 
for every x: of the form x = rp @ v where q E C,,m and v E V n W, , since 
linear combinations C vi @ vi = x are strongly dense in Coa(R, FWJ (see 
Grothendieck [15], p. 84). 
Secondly, observe that for every x’ = p @ v, 
<x, Ax> = <qJ, v 0 4) = <v, v>+, 4?J>, 
where A,, is the operator defined on Cgm by A,p, = dpjdt and v E 77 n WO . 
Since V, n IV0 is wk* dense in V n W0 , there exists a sequence vB -+* v 
such that V~ is bounded in both V and W,, . Since (Q> _C V,, n IV0 C L2, it 
follows that vL converges weakly to v in L 2. Hence there exists a sequence of 
convex combinations vk’ such that vult‘ + v in L2, and therefore (vulz’, vr’> = 
11 vB 11; + )I v 11: = <v, v). The Proposition is proved. 
To state the second lemma a definition is necessary. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let B be an N-function, h > 0, and EB the Orlicz space 
on R+ x .Q Define the set 
M(E, , A) = {u ELM j 3v E E,r, 3 11 u - v jlB < h}. 
LEMMA 2.0.1. Let B be an N-function such that B satisjes n (A, , 8,) 
condition, and suppose that A,,: Sz x Rf x RM -+ RM is a vector valued 
function sattifying Assumption II. Then 
(1) A,, dejnes a nonlinear operator A,: 17L, -+ 17E,; 
(2) as an operator A,,: 17L, --f LYE, A, is uniformly bounded on any 
closed ball 
s./ = {u E lzLi3 I II u - uo jlnLg < r’> for Y’ < inf Z/L, 
and uO E rrE, ; 
(3) A,, is defined and demicontinuous on the set nl*iSrn M(EB , l/L,) and 
IalSm 
A,, : n M[E, , 1,/L,] -+ 17Ejj ; 
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(4) let ZQ E IIlL, and .w E IIEB be elements of ITL, and I?EB such that for 
every u E IIlL, , 
CW - A,u, u. - uj >, 0 
then w = A~uo; 
(5) let (u, , W) E G(A,) C lIlL, x IIE, . Then there exists a sequence 
ulc E IIE, such that ug -* u. and d,u, ---f w. Hence il is of weakly dense type 
in space IIL, . 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.0.1 proceeds in the very same way as the 
proof of Lemma 1.3 in [8]; I shall only sketch it here. 
(I), (2) To show (1) and (2), let f~.i&(“Q x R+), and observe that 
f E M(EB , I) if and only if lB( f) dx dt < 03. It therefore follows at once 
from Condition (2) of Assumption II that A, is locally bounded in IITLB for 
every u0 E LVZB and sphere S,* about us . Since B satisfies a (4a ,a,) condition, 
17L~ = l7E~ and (l), (2) are proved. 
(3) To show (3), one observes that (3) will follow easily from the 
conditions on continuity of Nemytski operators given in [14] Theorem 2.1, 
and [16] Theorem 17.6. The boundedness of the domain G of the Orlicz 
spaces in [16] is nowhere used; the theorems imply that the operator A, is 
continuous from the interior of its domain to ILYE. 
(4) The statement of (4) follows in the same way as in Lemma of [8]. 
The proof may be carried over word for word. 
(5) To show (5), b o serve first that it is sufficient to show (5) in the case 
in which i!(O) = 0. 
Let E be a measurable subset E _C SJ x Ii+, xE the characteristic function 
ofE,anduERZ,. Then, since the operator A,: ITL, -+ lIEa is defined by 
a function A,: !J x Rf x RN -+ RN, it follows that 
XE * AO(u)(x, t, = AOkE * uk t, VXEEQ, tER+. (2.9) 
Let (uO, w) E G(A,,). Then w = A,,(u,J in IlEn. Let (E,) be a decreasing 
sequence of measurable subsets of D x R-k defined by 
i-2 x Rf - E,z = ((x, t) E ~-2 x Rf 1 / A&,)(x, t)\ 
< n, 1 uOa(x, t)j < n Va, 1 01 ( < m, and 1 t 1 < n> (2.10) 
where A,(u,,), us” are the components of Aa and u, . 
Let PTZ = .Q x Rf - E, and observe that by (2.9), 
XF,W = XP,4@0) = -4(XF,%)= 
Since w E DE= and B satisfies a (A,, 8,) condition, w has absolutely 
continuous norm (see [16]). Therefore xF,w -+ w in DEB. Furthermore by 
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(2.10), xF u,, is in LE for each n, and has bounded support. Therefore 
xF,uo E IL!& . Since xF,uO -* u, , Part (5) of Lemma 2.0.1 is proved. 
Remark. Previous treatments of nonlinear parabolic problems have 
employed spaces Lp(R+, V,) of vector-valued functions with values in a 
subspace V, of the L*-Sobolev space WmLP. In these treatments, demi- 
continuity of the nonlinear operator A, as an operator A,: L*(R+, I/‘,) + 
L*‘(R+, Va*) was essential to the argument. 
The proof of continuity, however, is obtained from condition on the 
Dirichlet form of A, of the type 
where h E LP’(Q x R+) and k is a constant. The condition (2.11) may easily 
be seen to be the Lp version of Condition (2) in Assumption II. 
Yet conditions of the type (2.11) or Condition (2) will clearly only imply 
continuity of a, as an operator A,: IlL&? x Ii+) --j IIL&2 x R+); they 
will not imply continuity of -4, in vector-valued spaces unless 17LB(Q X R+) 
is equivalent to L,(R+, IIL,(Q)). As shown in Proposition 1.3, an equivalence 
17LB(Q x R+) g L,(R+, I7L,(G)) . pl lm ies very strong restrictions on the 
N-functions B. 
Since conditions of the types (2.11) or II, 2 are the natural conditions to 
place on nonlinear dzzeyential operators, the developments of Part I must be 
carried out in order to provide spaces on which the operators A, act 
continuously. 
The third lemma states conditions under which A, will be either coercive 
or unconditionally coercive over the subspace X _C FVnGsoLB _C 17L, . 
LEMMA 2.0.2. Let B be an N-jimctioz such that i3 satisjies a (A, , 8,) 
condition, and slcppose that A, is an operator A,: 17L, + 17E,- satisfying 
Assumption II. Let X0 be a closed subspace of FPE, and X = wl~* cl X0. 
Then 
(1) if A, satis$es Assumptio?t III, then for eamy f E 17EB , there exists a 
function c+ Rf ---f R such that q(r)lr -+ cc, as Y --+ co an.d 
for every u 6 X; 
(2) q-4, safis$es A ssumption III’, then there exists a function co: R+ + R 
such that c~(Y)/Y -+ co as Y -+ co and 
for every u E X. 
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Proof. The proof of (2) is very similar to the proof of (1). I shall only 
prove (1). 
Let B he an N-function such that B satisfies a (A, , SJ condition. Then B 
satisfies a A2 condition for all x, and therefore there exists p > 1 and k > 0 
such that for every s 3 1 and x 3 0, B(S) < ksPB(.x). Therefore 
sr~~~-r(x) .< k&r(sx) for all s >, 1 and x 3 0; and therefore for s 3 2k and 
all x >, 0 
B(sx) 3 &, s”‘B(x). 
Now define 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Clearly c,, is uniformly bounded on bounded subsets of R+. It follows from 
(2.12) that c,(s)/s ---f co as s + CCI. 
I shall now prove a sublemma. 
Sublemma. Let R be an N-function such that B satisfies a (A,, 8,) 
condition, and let c0 be the function defined by (2.13). Then 
for every u EL&~ x R+). 
Proof. First let u E i?* . The relation (2.13) then implies that 
for all s >, 0. 
Since u E Es , JB[u/i[ u [is] dx dt == 1. Therefore 
To show the inequality (2.14) for all a1 EL, , observe that if B, is any 
N-function such that B,(a) < B(x) for all x and B, < B, then L, < E, , 
and furthermore jj u ]jB = SUP~,*~ 
all x. Then 
Ij u \lB, . Let B, < B and B,(x) < B(x) for 
j B(u) dx dt > q,(s) j B, (:) dx dt for all u E& 
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(The inequality is trivially true if JB(lc) dx dt = m). Since L, C Es, , it 
follows that JB(zl) dx dt > c,,([/ u IIep). Since I/ u !!s = s~p~,~~ !j u jlB, , the 
inequality (2.14) follows. 
Now suppose that the operator A, satisfies Assumption III. It therefore 
follows that for every f E IlEe and u E X, 
<A,@ + f 1 - A,(f ), u> Z c 
Ial<” 
/ B(Kmf,) dx dt 
where K is a constant. Since f E l7Ee , it follows by Lemma (2) that 
II A,(f )IIITErj < 03 and xjoli<.m s B(K,f,) dx dt < co. Therefore by the sub- 
lemma, 
where K’ is a constant. 
It is clear from (2.16) and the fact that c,(s)/s -+ cc, as s + CO that there 
exists c, such that 
and c&s)/s -+ CO as s ---f co. The lemma is proved. 
Remark. A very similar lemma, proved with much the same argument, 
is given in [8]. The distinction between the two consists of three facts: that 
in Lemma 2.0.2, the domain of the Orlicz spaces is unbounded rather than 
bounded as in [S], secondly, that Lemma proves unconditional coercivity 
while that in [8] only proves coercivity, and thirdly, that in [8] coercivity was 
only proved over subspaces X0 C DE, . 
The next lemma will be used very frequently; the fact which it states is 
basic to the arguments of both this paper and the paper [S]. 
LEMMA 2.0.3. Let B be an N-function such that l? satisfies a (AZ , 6,) 
condition and suppose that A,: D x Ii+ x RN+ RN is a vector-valued 
function satisfying Assumption II. 
Let X be a closed subspace of ITL, and <un) C X a sequence such that 
(1) (& is un;formly bounded in nZ, , 
(2) <Aouk , ua> is a un;formly bounded sequence of real numh~s. 
Then ($oufi) is a mifosntly bounded sequence in rrE,. 
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Proof. Let (Q) be a sequence satisfying (1) and (2). By Assumption II, 
-4, is monotone. Therefore for every-x E nEB , 
(Aoun: - A,,%, uk - x) >, 0, 
and hence 
(x, A,u,) < (A,,x, x) - (A,x, urc> + (A,,+ , ulc;). 
Since A0 is locally bounded by Assumption II (Lemma 2.0.1) and (A,,u, , zc& 
is uniformly bounded, it follows that there exists a neighbourhood N0 of 0 
such that 
<x, -%u7c) d k’ for all x E iv, . 
Hence /) A,+ /I < K for all k and A,u, is uniformly bounded in IILg . Since 
B satisfies a (da , 6,) condition, A,u, is uniformly bounded in r;rEB . The 
lemma is proved, 
The next lemma almost obtains the theorem. Its proof is an adaptation to 
the general case of proofs for reflexive spaces given in [4] and [5j. 
LEMMA 2.0.4. Let B be an iv-function such that B satisJies the (A, ,a,) 
conditions; let (V, JV) be a complementary pair such that H/‘d”“EB _C V0 _C WvlEe , 
and (X, Y) the complementary pair generated from (V, 1%‘) by 
Let A be a differential operator of type I such that A = A + A, , where 
(1) A satisfies dsszmption I for the spaces (X, I’), 
(2) Au satisfies Assumptions II aud III’ for the N-function B. Then for 
every w E Y0 , there e&s u0 E X such that 
Au, + A&,) = w 
as an operator equation in Y, . 
Remark. The distinction between Lemma 2.0.4 and the theorem is that 
the lemma solves the equation A over the space 
where R is the whole real line and not Rf. 
Proof. Let {F} be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces 
of X0 such that u F is dense in &, and u Fj C D(n). Since X,, is separable and 
X, n D(n) is strongly dense in X0, it is clear that there exists such a 
5w/16/2-4 
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sequence (one may choose, for instance, a sequence {F} strongly dense in 
Cscc(R, V,) n Com(R, tVs) in the seminorm topology of D(R, V,, n W,,)). Let 
{jr> be the family of injection mappings jr: F 4 X0 for every F ad (j,*j be 
the dual family of projection mappings jr*: Y, +F*. Since B satisfies a 
(ds , S,) condition, the j,* are well defined on Y,, = Y. 
For every F let -AF be the operator AF: F -+ F* defined by 
AF = jF*A + jF*A, ) 
By Lemmas 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 and the fact that F is finite dimensional and 
F C D(A), the operator AF is continuous and coercive on F for every F. 
Therefore it follows by known methods (see [3], [8], [19]) that for every F, 
there exists a solution ur E F to 
AFu, = jE*AuF + jF*AouF = jF*w. 
By the coercivity of A, , it follows that 
and therefore the sequence <IcF) is uniformly bounded in X. Hence there 
exists a wk* convergent subsequence of (u,}, which I shall also call (z+). 
Let u,, = wk* lim uF. 
I shall show that the sequence <A,+,) is uniformly bounded in I7-E~ and 
the element zc, is contained in the domain of the operator fl, us E D(A). 
To show that the sequence (AauF) is uniformly bounded in IlEs , observe 
first that A,, satisfies Assumption II. Furthermore 
(A @F, UF) = <jF*w - jF*AuF, zdF?9 (2.17) 
and since A is monotone, it fouows that <&,u, , ur) < (w, uF>. Since (UP> 
is uniformly bounded, the sequence <A,++, uF) is uniformly bounded. 
Therefore the conditions of Lemma 2.0.3 hold for the operator A,; by 
Lemma 2.0.3 it follows that the sequence <At+,> is uniformly bounded in 
17Es. 
To show that z+, E D(A), let v E u F. Then there exists F,, such that v E F, 
and for every F 1 F. 
(V, Au,> = (V, j,*W - jF*A,,t+). (2.18) 
Since (AUuF) is uniformly bounded independently ofF, it follows from (2.18) 
that there exists a B independent of v and F such that 
<UF , AV> = (V, AUF> d B 11 V i/x (2.19) 
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for every ZI E (J F. It follows immediately from Theorem 1.4 and the definition 
of the linear operators A, non C,(R, V) n C,l(R, IV,) that (2.19) holds for all 
~1 E D(1). Therefore by Theorem 1.4 again, and Assumption I on the operator 
A, it follows that u,, E D(A). 
I shall now show that u0 = wk* lim uF is a solution to the operator equation 
Au, + A& = w. 
LetuEUFTD(rl)nX,andrEnEg. By the monotonicity of A and 4, 
(2.20) 
Let u E F, . Then for every F 3_ F,, , j,*w = jp*AuI: + jF*AQuF and hence 
(w - A& - flu, UF - u> > 0. (2.21) 
Adding the second inequality in (2.20) to (2.21) one obtains 
0 <<w -Au,u,-uu) + (a u () F , u, - (A"?+ ) xi - (A,x, z+) + (A& x). 
(2.223 
Since uF -* u,, and <&,uF) is uniformly bounded in Ii%‘, , there exists 
a subsequence of (u,}, which I shall also call (u,>, such that (AOuF) is wk* 
convergent in JKEz. Let w0 = wk* lim AfuF . 
Letting uF A* u0 and A,u, A* w0 in (2.22), one therefore obtains 
0 < (w-w, - Au,u, - u> + (w, - &x,u,, - x> (2.23) 
foreveryuEUFCD(A)nX,,and.?cE17EB. 
I shall now show that each term in (2.23) is separately 20. 
Suppose first that there exists x’ E llEB , such that (w - &Y’, u0 - x’} < 0. 
Then it follows from (2.23) that 
(w - w,, - Au,zq, - u} >, 0 (2.24) 
for all uEUFCD(A)n&,, and therefore by Theorem 1.3, for all 
u E D(A) n X,, . Furthermore both (2.23) and (2.24) hold for all u E D(A). 
To see this, let u E D(A). By Lemma 2.0.0, A is of weakly dense type; hence 
there exists uj -* u such that <Au, , uj> -+ (Au, u>. By Assumption I on A, 
D(A) Z D(E); hence 
(w - wg - AUj ) Ug - 2l.j) = <W - Wg - AUj ) -Uj) - (Uj ,4&o> 
-+ (w - w. - Au,u) - (u,ifizq,) 
= <W - VJo - hl, Ug - 24). 
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Thus (2.24) holds for all u E D(A). S’ mce z+, E D(A) and .A is monotone, it 
follows by well-known monotonicity arguments that AU, _- w - w,, . 
By Theorem 1.4 again, A is wk*-strongly closed. Therefore there exists 
a sequence (uJ C D(A) such that u, -* u,, and Au, + w - w, . Hence 
in (2.23), for every x E 17EB 
0 < (w - w,, - Au,, 240 - zc,> + (w() - ,4jX, u. - x) 
--+ <eu, - A& 7.40 - x). 
This contradicts the original supposition that (w - A&, U, - x’} < 0. 
Hence (w,, - A,,zc, u0 - X) > 0 for all x E l7E,. 
By Lemma 20.1, it follows that w,, = A,zc, in rrE, and there exists 
XR -* go such that -4fx, -+ A,,u, . Therefore in (2.23), for every u E D(A) 
0 < (w - w,, - Au, u0 - u) + (w,, - A,r, , u0 - xa> 
-+ (w - eu, - Au, I.+, - u). 
Since ruO = A,u,, , it follows that 
(w - A,++, - Au, u,, - u) 3 0 for all u E D(A). (2.25) 
Hence by monotonicity again, Au,, = w - A,u,, in Y, and the lemma is 
proved. 
The last lemma is: 
LEMMA 2.0.5. Let (V, W) be a complementary pair such that WomEB C 
V, _C WnzEB , and (X, Y) the complementary pair generated from (V, W) by 
x, = Cl,@, B C,,w(R) 6J VO. For every s E R, let xs be the characteristic 
function of the set (-co, s]. 
Theft for every u E D(A) and s E R, u is a function u: R -+ La(Q) and 
(2.26) 
Proqf. Let u E C,,m(R, W,) n Com(R, V) _C Com(R, V n W,). By Lemma 
1.3.0, V,, n W, _CL2(Q) and V, n W, is wk* dense in V n Wo; hence if 
vk -* a in V n W, , there exists a subsequence V~ - v in L2 and hence 
V n W,, c L2. Therefore if ZE E C,“(R, W,) n Com(R, V), II: R +L2. To see 
(2.26), observe that 
Gk,,u> = j’ (y, u(t) ) dt = <u(s), u(s)> = II u(s)ll~ . 
--co 
Hence the lemma is true for every u E C,*(R, W,) n Com(R, V). To show 
the lemma for every zc E D(A), observe that by Theorem 1.4 there exists 
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a sequence u, E C,“(R, I’) n C’,“(R, WO), such that U, -- u and Au, -+ AU. 
If zl,* - u in X, ~~21~ -* X~U in X. Therefore 
I shall now show the theorem. Clearly one may assume that the N-function 
B is continuously differentiable. Let /3: IlL,(J2 x R) --f R be the convex 
functional defined bv 
and +‘: IIlL, + IIE, the nonlinear operator defined by the nonlinear Dirichlet 
form 
where b is the continuous derivative of the N-function B. 
Let A,: nZ,(Q i< R+) + 17E,(Q x R+) be the nonlinear operator A, 
of Theorem 2.0 andf the function defined fromf, by (2.2). Let ,4,: l’ILB + IIEs 
be the nonlinear operator defined by A,u = A,(u + f). 
A, may be extended to a nonlinear operator ;4,’ on llL,(Q x R) by 
for t > 0 and XEQ, 
(2.27) 
for t < 0 and XE*Q. 
Let w E EB(f2 x Ii+). Then zu may be extended to w’ E E&J x R) by 
letting w’ = w on Q x R+ and w’ = 0 on Q x R-. Furthermore by (2.2), 
it follows thatf E DEB(B x R) andf’ = 0 for t < 0. 
Clearly the nonlinear operator A, satisfies Assumptions II and III’. It 
therefore follows from Lemma 2.0.4 that there exists z10 E X such that 
u0 E D(rl) and 
Au,+A;Uo=w--f’ 
as an operator equation in ITa . 
To show the theorem, it will be sufficient to show that us E X+. 
Let ,ys be the characteristic function of (-co, s). Since supp w -f’ c R+ 
and z+,xs E X for every s E R, it follows that for every s < 0, 
!fl%, xsuJ -+ @P(%J, xsuo> = <flu,, , x+> + W’Q, xsuo) = 0, (2.28) 
where the second equality holds by the definition (2.27) of A,‘. 
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Since a@ is defined by a function a/?: RN -+ RN, and @p(O) 
@(&u,,). Therefore it follows from (2.28) that 
mo 9 Xs”0) + <Wxszc,), X&o) = 0 
and hence by Lemma 2.0.5, 
II uo(& + <wYa~o), Xs”0) = 0. 
09 xs Wzc,) = 
(2.29) 
Since each term in (2.30) is > 0, j] us& = 0 for every s < 0 and hence 
PC@ E X+. The theorem is proved. 
Remarks. The properties of the linear operator d are crucial to this proof. 
It therefore seems worthwhile to make explicit the conditions on linear 
perturbations /l to which the methods of Theorem 2.0 will apply. 
An examination of the proof of Lemma 2.0.4 shows that the following 
properties have been used. 
(1) The weak*-strong and weak closures of fl coincide. 
(2) Every (~,f) E G(A) n X,, x Y,, is the strong limit of a sequence 
(Us ,fJ E G(A) n X,, x Y, such that uk E D(A) n X0 . 
(3) &I) _C O(A) and f or every I( E D(/i), there exists (\zQ) _C D(A) n X0 
such that uj -* u and (/Iu, , uj} -+ (flu, U) (i.e., A is of weakly dense type). 
A second examination of the proof of Lemma 2.0.4 shows the possibility 
of replacing (3) by 
(3’) For every zc ED@), there exists (Us> _C D(A) n X0 such that 
uj -+* u and Au, --f du. 
This condition resembles Gossez’s distinction [12] that an operator fl be of 
dense type. 
If the N-function B in Theorem 2.0 increases essentially more rapidly than 
x2, it is easy to show that (3’) holds for a wide class of linear operators fl. It is 
clear also that (3’) holds trivially if the Or&z-Sobolev space IW”L, in 
Theorem 2.0 is reflexive, since then both B and B satisfy (A, ,6,) conditions 
and W~J’LB is separable. However for general Orlicz-Sobolev spaces, I have 
not been able to verify a condition of the form of (3’), even for the operator 
A = a/at. For instance, it is not hard to construct an N-function B such that B 
satisfies a (A2 , 6,) condition, B does not, and LB is not contained in L’ (see 
Krasnoselski-Rutitski [16]). 
In order for the result of Theorem 2.0 to have meaning, one requires also 
a proof that the initial value problem of Definition 2.0 is well posed. In 
particular, it is not clear that this will be so in a nonreflexive situation. 
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Fortunately, however, one may show that in a weal; sense the variational 
initial value problem will be well posed. 
Let p be a function 9: R+ -+ R such that g, E P(R+), ~(0) = 1, and 
9 ’ E EB(R+). The function v will be fixed in the discussion which follows. 
Define a linear operator I: V0 n ?VO ---f IIEe(Q x Ii) and I’: P-r, n W0 --f 
IIE# x R) by 
Ifo(t> = fo&) for t > 0, 
= 0 for t < 0, 
(2.31) 
Tfo(t) = fo9JV) for t > 0, 
= 0 for t < 0. 
Clearly I will be continuous from V, n W0 to IIErr and I’ will be continuous 
from C;, n kl’, to Y,, . The operators 1 and I’ given by (2.31) define the same 
process of translating an initial value problem into a variational setting as that 
given in (2.2) above. 
It is now possible to state the theorem on well-posedness of variational 
existence problems for (A, V,fr,) defined as in Definition 2.0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be an N-function such that B satisfies a (A,, 6,) 
condition; let (V, IV) be a complementary pair of Banach spaces such that 
IV;Trd”EB(Q) C V. C WmEB(J2), and (X, Y) th e complementary pair generated 
from (V, W) by X,, = cl,,,oEB C,m(R) @ I/u . 
Let A be a differential operator of type I such that A = A + A,, , where 
(1) A satisfies Assumption I for the spaces (X, Y); 
(2) A, satis$es Assumption II, III for the N-function B; 
(3) A, is strictly monotone. 
Let H: VO n IV,, x YO -+ X+ be the operator de$ned for every w E Yo and 
f. E V, n r/ri, by 
flu, + A&, + Vi,) + 1% = w. (2.32) 
Then H is continuous and single-valued from the strong topology on V, n IX0 
axd Y, to the weak* topology OR X +. Consequently, the variational initial 
value problem for (A, V, fo) is zuell-posed fey every f. E T/u n W. and its 
solution is unique. 
Proof. I shall show first that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
the solution to the problem (A, V, fO) is unique; this will imply by Theorem 2. I. 
that H is well-defined and single-valued for every w E Y0 andf, E I’, n W. . 
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Suppose us and u,,’ both satisfy (2.32) and zl, # u,‘. Then since d,, is 
strictly monotone, 
0 < (A,(u, + l--o> - A&,’ + If,), uo - uo’> = (Au,’ - Au, , u. - u,‘} 
This is impossible since fl is monotone. Hence u,, = ZI,,‘. 
To show that His continuous, letfk *join V,--WOandw,+wOin Y,,. 
SinceI’ is continuous, I’f* + I’f, in Y,, . Let u8 = H(fie , wk) be the sequence 
of solutions to (A, V, f,J obtained from fk and wk , and u,, the solution 
go = Wfo , ~1. 
I shall first show that (~3 is uniformly bounded in X+. Since 
Au, + A&, + IfJ = wg - I’fk, 
it follows that 
Since -4, satisfies Assumption III, it follows from Lemma 2.0.2 
- C j” Wfk*) dx dt, (2.33) 
Iam 
where co(r)/r + co. Since both A, and the last term in (2.33) are continuous 
on .L!E8, and wk - AIfk --+ w - I’fo , it follows that (u& is uniformly 
bounded in X7+. 
I shall now show that the sequence <Ao(uk + qk)> is uniformly bounded in 
ITEB . Since zck = H(f, , wp) is a solution of (2.32) it follows that 
and hence since (u& is uniformly bounded and wlr - I'fk -+ w - I’f, , 
it follows that (A,(u, + Ifk), +J is uniformly bounded. 
Hence, 
<x, Aok, + Ifd> G <x, AoW - <uk , A& + (uk , A,(+ + If& 
is uniformly bounded for all x in a neighbourhood of 0 in DEB , therefore 
<A,(u, + IfJ) is uniformly bounded in IIEz . 
Since <uk) and (A,(u, + IfJ> are uniformly bounded, they have wk* 
convergent subsequences. Let {u,‘) be a wk* convergent subsequence of 
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(~3, and let ug’ = wk* lim Q’. Similarly let (uL> be a subsequence of (Us’) 
such that <A,(ul + I&*)) is wk* convergent, and let 
w. ’ = wk* lim A&u: + If,,,). 
It now follows by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 2.0.4 that 
u ,,’ = wk* lim up’ = wk* lim U: is a solution to 
Au,’ + A&,’ -t If,) = w - I’jo . (2.34) 
But by the argument in the first paragraph of this proof, the solutions of 
(2.34) are unique. Hence ua = ~a’. Since this holds for any convergent 
subsequence (u~P) of (~3, (u& must converge w-k* to uO , and the theorem 
is proved. 
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